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Abstract 

The impact of reduced sleep duration on sleep physiology has not been extensively 
studied in children. Children with attention-deficit/hyperactivity disorder (ADHD) may 
be particularly vulnerable to sleep loss as many of these children have pre-existing sleep 
problems. Research has yet to establish a physiological basis for these difficulties. The 
first aim of this dissertation was to examine the impact of cumulative sleep restriction 
(CSR) on school-age children (aged 6 to 12 years) by exploring sleep physiology. The 
second and third aims were to compare sleep physiology between TD children and 
children with ADHD and determine whether the latter are differentially impacted by 
CSR. An experimental study was conducted where participants’ time in bed (TIB) was 
reduced by one hour per night over six nights (Restricted condition) and compared to six 
nights of scheduled typical sleep (Typical condition). Sleep was recorded in the 
laboratory using polysomnography (PSG) at the end of each condition period. The 
following dissertation consists of two manuscripts based on the PSG data collected. The 
first manuscript investigated changes in sleep architecture and the power spectrum of 
sleep electroencephalography (EEG). REM sleep was reduced in both groups at the end 
of the Restricted condition while there were no changes in slow wave activity (SWA). 
Trends in the data suggested that TD children had a reduction in N1 and maintenance of 
N2 while children with ADHD had an increase in these stages and greater sigma power 
during CSR. The second manuscript looked at sleep spindle activity, finding a trend 
towards a decrease in slow spindle density during CSR across groups, suggesting a 
homeostatic response to the decreased sleep opportunity. There were no group 
differences in spindle activity; however, higher hyperactivity across groups was related to 
faster mean frequency of fast spindles. While sleep did not differ between TD children 
and children with ADHD, there was evidence that children with ADHD experienced 
impairment in their homeostatic response to sleep loss. As there were no changes in SWA 
and only minor changes in sleep spindles, it is likely that the manipulation protocol was 
too mild to cause the expected homeostatic changes. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 

 It is generally recognized that sleep is an important contributor to overall health 

and well-being, especially early in life when children’s brains are actively developing and 

sleep is deeper and constitutes a greater proportion of each day (Beebe, 2011; Carskadon 

& Dement, 2011). There is also an interplay between sleep and cognitive development 

and several parallels between changes in sleep and changes in brain maturation during 

this time (Barone, Hawks-Mayer, & Lipton, 2019). While there is a large body of 

research investigating the impact of inadequate sleep on adults (e.g., Landolt, Sousek, & 

Holst, 2014), the impact of sleep loss on children has been relatively understudied. From 

experimental sleep manipulation studies of adults, it is known that acute sleep restriction 

or total sleep deprivation (much of the night or a full night of no sleep) and chronic sleep 

restriction (CSR, milder sleep loss over multiple nights) are related to impairment in 

sustained attention and psychomotor vigilance, an increase in negative mood states, 

diminished executive functioning and decision-making ability, metabolic changes, and a 

weakened immune response, among other outcomes (Landolt et al., 2014). Due to 

differences in sleep need and physiology between children and adults and the limited 

relevance of severe sleep restriction often used in adult studies, it is important to consider 

how a chronic but milder degree of sleep loss may impact children (Beebe, 2011). This is 

especially important given the relationship between sleep and brain development during 

this time and in light of a decrease in children’s sleep duration by about one hour per 

night over the past century (Matricciani, Olds, &Petkov, 2012). 

In the following dissertation I will present the results of two investigations 

derived from a larger study which used a CSR protocol to experimentally reduce sleep 
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opportunity in a sample of typically-developing (TD) children and children with 

attention-deficit/hyperactivity disorder (ADHD; a clinical population with a high 

proportion of reported sleep problems, Weiss, Craig, Davies, Schibuk, & Stein, 2015). 

Specifically, these investigations are limited to school-age children (6 to 12 years old) 

given that sleep need and physiology vary greatly throughout early development and the 

existing literature is particularly limited for this age range. Prior to presenting the results 

of these two studies it is first necessary to provide information regarding the 

measurement of sleep, the basic physiology of sleep, and a broad overview of the 

physiological regulation of sleep. As much of this information is derived from studies of 

healthy adults, I have included a subsection which details developmental changes in sleep 

physiology. I then move into a brief review of the existing literature on correlational and 

experimental sleep loss in children. Finally, I will provide an overview of what is known 

about sleep in children with ADHD in comparison to sleep in TD children. I will 

conclude this chapter by summarizing the rationale for, and outlining the three main 

objectives of, this dissertation. 

The Measurement and Physiology of Sleep  

 Measurement of sleep. There are a number of measures that are used by both 

clinicians and researchers to quantify sleep (Landis, 2002). These include both subjective 

measures (including self-report measures such as sleep diaries and questionnaires) and 

objective measures (including observations and recordings of body movements, such as 

with actigraphy, and physiological measures like polysomnography). These measures 

vary with regard to their cost, level of invasiveness, ease of use (especially over an 

extended period of time), and the information they provide. Generally, multiple measures 
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of sleep are employed in both research and clinical settings to provide a comprehensive 

picture of an individual’s sleep physiology as well as their sleep practices and sleep 

history (Landis, 2002). 

One of the most basic and non-invasive methods of measuring sleep in a research 

context is using subjective self-report measures such as sleep diaries (Landis, 2002). 

Sleep diaries are completed retrospectively after waking. Individuals are typically asked 

to record elements of their sleep such as their bedtime, wake time, and how long they 

believe they took to fall asleep. Sleep diaries are limited by the fact that they are often not 

completed in real-time (limiting their accuracy) and their reliance on individuals’ self-

report which means they can be impacted by individuals’ inaccurate recall of their sleep 

(this may be especially true when measuring variables such as the time it took to fall 

asleep or the number of times an individual woke up throughout the night). In studies of 

children, sleep diaries are typically completed by caregivers which further impacts their 

accuracy. However, a benefit of sleep diaries is their ease of use, which makes them an 

ideal measure to monitor sleep over long periods of time, such as weeks or months. 

Questionnaires may also be used to gather information on individuals’ general sleep 

patterns. Again, in studies of children, such measures would typically be completed by 

caregivers. 

Actigraphy is a more objective measure and is commonly used to record body 

movement (or the absence of movement) during sleep (Landis, 2002). Actigraphy uses an 

actigraph – a small device similar to a watch that is worn on the non-dominant wrist – to 

measure the frequency of body movements. Periods of sleep correspond with periods of 

limited movement. Actigraphy is also useful in measuring sleep over long periods of time 
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and can be easily used in individuals’ home environments. Sleep diaries are typically 

used in conjunction with actigraphy to verify individuals’ sleep and wake times. Sleep 

diaries and actigraphy have been shown to be reliable measures of sleep and wake 

patterns, both when compared to each other (Usui et al., 1998, 1999; Werner, Molinari, 

Guyer, & Jenni, 2008) as well as when compared to polysomnography (PSG) which is 

considered the gold standard of sleep measurement (Rogers, Caruso, & Aldrich, 1993; 

Sadeh, 2011).  

PSG is the most objective measure of sleep and provides information on the 

physiology of brain and body activity (Landis, 2002). PSG consists of 

electroencephalography (EEG) which is the measurement of brain waves during sleep, an 

electrooculogram (EOG) which measures eye movements, electromyogram (EMG) 

which measures chin and leg muscle movements, and electrocardiogram (ECG) which 

measures heart rate (Landis, 2002; Malhotra & Avidan, 2014). Measurement of 

respiration may include (but is not limited to) chest and abdominal bands which record 

motion effort, nasal airflow measured by an oronasal thermistor, and oxygen saturation 

measured by pulse oximetry using a finger probe. The organization of sleep (referred to 

as sleep architecture) is defined by a combination of brainwaves, eye movements, and 

muscle tone. While PSG is the most objective measure of sleep, it is costly and resource-

intensive and typically requires individuals to sleep in a laboratory environment. PSG is 

therefore not an ideal measure for monitoring sleep within the home environment or over 

an extended period of time.  When PSG is recorded in the laboratory sleep recordings are 

also subject to “first night” or “adaptation” effects leading to atypical sleep due to the fact 
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that individuals are in an unfamiliar environment (Bessey, Richards, & Corkum, 2013). 

Thus, researchers need to take this into account when designing studies using PSG. 

Sleep architecture and sleep parameters. Human sleep, as measured by PSG, is 

comprised of rapid eye movement (REM) and non-REM (NREM) sleep (Carskadon & 

Dement, 2011). Within REM and NREM, there are various stages of sleep, each of which 

are characterized by variations in the frequency, amplitude, and morphology of the EEG 

signal (Carskadon & Dement, 2011; Fuller et al., 2006). Typically, sleep begins with 

NREM and progresses from lighter to deeper stages of sleep – these stages were 

previously referred to as stages 1, 2, 3, and 4 but are now referred to as N1, N2, and N3 

(previously stages 3 and 4) (Carskadon & Dement, 2011; Malhotra & Avidan, 2014). N1 

(sometimes referred to as “transitional” or “light” sleep) is predominated by low-voltage, 

fast frequency EEG (Malhotra & Avidan, 2014). During this stage, individuals exhibit 

minimal to no body movement, their breathing becomes shallow, and their eyes begin to 

roll slowly. They may experience drifting thoughts and are easily awakened. N2 

(sometimes referred to as “sigma”, “spindle” or “intermediate” sleep) constitutes up to 50 

percent of the sleep recording in healthy adults. It is predominated by EEG activity 

within the theta range (4 to 7 Hz) and is defined by the appearance of K complexes (brief, 

episodic, and sharp slow waves characterized by a sharp negative peak followed by a 

slower positive peak) and sleep spindles (brief, episodic bursts of sigma – 11 to 16 Hz – 

activity). Research has suggested that both sleep spindles and K complexes play a role in 

the protection and preservation of sleep (e.g., Cote, Epps, & Campbell, 2000; Forget, 

Morin, & Bastien, 2011). N3 (sometimes referred to as “deep”, “slow wave”, or “delta” 

sleep) is predominated by high amplitude slow wave activity (SWA; refers to EEG 
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activity in the delta band, which is between 0.5 and 4 Hz) and is considered the deepest 

and most restorative stage of sleep. REM sleep (sometimes referred to as “R”, 

“paradoxical”, or “active” sleep) usually begins after 80 minutes of NREM in healthy 

adults. REM is characterized by low amplitude, mixed frequency EEG. During this stage, 

the EOG shows bursts of eye movements and there is low muscle tone evident from the 

EMG signal. REM and NREM sleep cycle throughout the night with cycles typically 

lasting about 90 to 110 minutes (Carskadon & Dement, 2011). Using PSG, researchers 

and clinicians are able to derive several variables which can be used to describe an 

individual’s sleep (Landis, 2002). These variables, along with the defining characteristics 

of each sleep stage, are listed and summarized in Table 1.1.  

Developmental changes in sleep physiology. Sleep physiology changes 

throughout the lifespan, with age being one of the most important variables impacting 

sleep architecture (Carskadon & Dement, 2011). In newborns, sleep begins with REM 

(called active sleep at this stage) and progresses through cycles of REM-NREM (called 

quiet sleep) more quickly (around 50 minutes). At this age, REM sleep comprises about 

50 percent of the sleep period and there is no SWA. Within the first two years of life, 

REM sleep declines (to about 20 to 25 percent of the sleep period) and slow waves 

emerge. While the proportion of REM sleep then remains fairly constant throughout the 

lifespan, the proportion of deeper or “slow wave” sleep (N3) is greatest in early 

childhood and decreases with age, by about 40 percent in adolescence. In a study which 

established normative values of PSG variables in 209 children and adolescents between 1 

and 18 years of age, Scholle et al. (2011) found significant changes in sleep architecture 

and various sleep parameters over time. The authors noted an increase in REM latency, 
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sleep efficiency (SE), N2, cycle duration, and number of stage shifts, and a decrease in 

total sleep time (TST), wake after sleep onset (WASO), N3, REM, movement, and 

number of sleep cycles with age. Only sleep onset latency (SOL) and N1 did not differ by 

age. In children between 6 and 11 years of age (including pubertal development of 

Tanner stage 1) the mean TST was 512.2 minutes (SD = 61.7), WASO was 5.1 minutes 

(SD = 5.2), SOL was 21.8 minutes (SD = 23.5), and SE was 94.8 percent (SD = 5.2). The 

percentage of time spent in each sleep stage was as follows: N1 6.7 percent (SD = 2.8), 

N2 38.6 percent (SD = 6.8), N3 31.9 percent (SD = 6.7) and REM 21.1 percent (3.7). In 

children between 9 to 13 years of age (Tanner stage 2) the mean TST was 478.6 minutes 

(SD = 53.7), WASO was 5.2 minutes (SD = 4.9), SOL was 20.4 minutes (19.6), and SE 

was 94.9 percent (SD = 5.2) The percentage of time spent in each sleep stage was as 

follows: N1 6.9 percent (SD = 4.1), N2 42.6 percent (SD = 5.0), N3 28.9 percent (SD = 

5.2), and REM 20.3 percent (SD = 4.5). The importance of understanding sleep within a 

developmental context is underscored by research suggesting an active contribution of 

sleep to synaptic maturation with correlational studies pointing to negative developmental 

consequences following from inadequate sleep (Barone et al., 2019).  

Physiological regulation of sleep. Much of the literature on the physiological 

regulation of sleep in humans focuses on adults. From this literature we know that sleep 

and wake are regulated by a combination of physiological processes (Achermann & 

Borbély, 2011). First, a homeostatic process – referred to as process S – regulates sleep 

based on the duration of prior sleep and waking. Second, a circadian process – referred to 

as process C – regulates sleep independent of sleep and wake history. In mammals, the 

circadian rhythm of the sleep-wake cycle is established by the circadian clock in the 
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suprachiasmatic nucleus which is entrained by the light-dark cycle (Fuller, Gooley, & 

Saper, 2006). Finally, an ultradian process functions during sleep to regulate the cycling 

of NREM and REM (Achermann & Borbély, 2011). Ultradian rhythms are impacted by 

sleep and wake history, as well as by variations in neuroendocrine activity and the 

autonomic nervous system (Achermann & Borbély, 2011; Gronfier, Simon, Piquard, 

Ehrhart, & Brandenberger, 1999). 

When the duration of sleep is curtailed to a large enough degree, compensatory 

mechanisms will alter sleep architecture and sleep parameters to make up for this change. 

The mechanisms that are primarily responsible for regulating sleep following deviation 

from the normal duration are homeostatic in nature. Homeostatic processes increase or 

decrease sleep propensity. At a basic level, this typically means that when wake is 

extended, SOL is shorter and WASO is reduced during the next sleep opportunity 

(Borbély, Baumann, Brandeis, Strauch, & Lehmann, 1981; Durmer & Dinges, 2005). The 

intensity or depth of sleep is also regulated by sleep homeostasis and is characterized by 

the duration of N3 and the predominance of SWA in the EEG (Achermann & Borbély, 

2011). SWA, as mentioned above, refers to EEG activity in the delta band, which is 

between 0.5 and 4 Hz. Research has consistently shown that when sleep duration is 

reduced in adults, either through acute sleep restriction or total sleep deprivation, there is 

an increase in the duration of N3 during recovery sleep (or a maintenance of N3 during 

sleep restriction with a reduction in other stages of sleep). There is also an increase in   

SWA, the extent of which has been shown to be related to the duration of wake prior to 

the sleep opportunity (Achermann & Borbély, 2011; Webb & Agnew, 1971). REM sleep 

in contrast is not prioritized to the same degree as N3; when sleep duration is reduced in 
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adults, a rebound in REM occurs when N3 pressure has dissipated or when N3 pressure 

has not been built up to the same degree. While changes in SWA are primarily regulated 

by homeostatic processes, changes in the duration of REM sleep are impacted by a 

combination of homeostatic and circadian factors (Achermann & Borbély, 2011; 

Czeisler, Zimmerman, Ronda, Moore-Ede, & Weitzman, 1980). 

With regard to ultradian processes, the development of slow waves is impacted, in 

part, by the duration of prior wakefulness (Achermann & Borbély, 2011). SWA is present 

in the highest proportion during the first sleep cycle of the night and declines as the sleep 

period continues. There is a steeper increase in SWA following prolonged wakefulness, 

with the rise rate decreasing over the first three sleep cycles (Achermann & Borbély, 

2011). The development of slow waves is also impacted by low adrenocorticotropic 

activity and decreased sympathetic nervous system activity, meaning that the 

development of slow waves begins when cortisol secretion decreases and there is a 

decrease in the low-frequency/high-frequency ratio of heart rate variability (Gronfier et 

al., 1999).  

Sleep Loss in Children 

 As mentioned previously, the majority of data on the physiological regulation of 

sleep are derived from studies of adults. There is a great deal of research in this area 

which contributes to an understanding of how sleep physiology changes in response to 

extended wakefulness and points to a range of negative consequences following from the 

same. However, these findings cannot be extrapolated to children (Beebe, 2011). Beebe 

(2011) outlines the importance of considering a developmental context when discussing 

the impact of insufficient sleep on children. During childhood, neural development is 
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impacted by genetic and environmental factors, and chronic inadequate sleep can be 

thought of as a form of exposure to an environmental stressor that negatively impacts the 

development of normal cognitive, behavioural, and emotional functioning. Beebe 

highlights that childhood and adolescence are periods wherein key functional skills are 

developed; therefore, inadequate sleep may impact children’s ability to learn and develop 

these skills leading to disruptions in maturation. 

 Correlational research with epidemiological samples has pointed to a relationship 

between children’s sleep and daytime sleepiness as well as between sleep and academic 

performance (Beebe, 2011). Importantly, the relationship between sleep and academic 

performance appears to be strongest for younger children, with studies that had a greater 

proportion of boys also noting larger effects. Correlational research in children has also 

revealed a relationship between poor sleep and daytime consequences such as impaired 

attention and impulse control, difficulty regulating behaviour (e.g., hyperactivity, conduct 

problems), depression, and cognitive impairment (Beebe, 2011; O’Brien, 2011). While 

these studies provide important and clinically-relevant information, as correlational 

studies do not allow for definitive causal inference, it is also necessary to conduct 

experimental studies of the impact of inadequate sleep in childhood.  

 To date, there are 12 known studies that have experimentally investigated the 

effects of sleep restriction on school-age children specifically (Carskadon, Harvey, & 

Dement, 1981; Davidson et al., under review; Fallone, Acebo, Seifer, & Carskadon, 

2005; Fallone, Acebo, Arnedt, Seifer, & Carskadon, 2001; Gruber et al., 2011; Gruber, 

Cassoff, Frenette, Wiebe, & Carrier, 2012; Kurth et al., 2016; Molfese et al., 2013; Peters 

et al., 2009; Randazzo, Muehlbach, Schweitzer, & Walsh, 1998; Sadeh, Gruber, & Raviv, 
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2003; Vriend et al., 2013). These studies have used a variety of sleep restriction (and 

extension) protocols and have focused on a number of outcomes including physiological, 

behavioural, and cognitive measures. These studies have used either a within- or 

between-subjects design to determine the impact of sleep restriction, with most focusing 

on effects for TD children (one study by Gruber et al., 2011 used a mixed design to 

determine the impact of cumulative sleep restriction on both TD children and children 

with ADHD). Overall, these studies have found that restricting sleep in school-age 

children leads to impaired attention (e.g., slower response times and more lapses during a 

sustained attention task), impaired academic performance, increased sleepiness (both 

subjective and objective), poorer emotion regulation, poorer neurocognitive functioning 

(e.g., impairments in higher cognitive functions such as verbal creativity and abstract 

thinking), reduced alertness, and impaired working memory. There are some 

inconsistencies among these studies, specifically with regard to restlessness and 

impulsivity; where some researchers have found no changes in hyperactivity, impulsivity, 

or response inhibition ability in response to sleep restriction (Fallone et al., 2001, 2005) 

other researchers have found that sleep restriction led to a greater degree of restless-

impulsive behaviour while extension of sleep led to an improvement in such behaviours 

(Gruber et al., 2012). These studies form the ground work for future research in this area 

and more work is needed to confidently answer important questions. Specifically, only 

two of the aforementioned studies considered changes in sleep physiology following 

from sleep loss. Such studies are essential to an understanding of how the sleep 

regulation processes described previously may differ during childhood, a period of time 
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when sleep duration is longer and slow waves predominate a greater proportion of the 

night.  

Sleep in Children with ADHD 

  Given that inadequate sleep has been shown to lead to negative consequences in 

TD children, it is important to consider the impact of poor sleep on children for which 

sleep is already problematic. One clinical population in which sleep is frequently 

impacted is attention-deficit/hyperactivity disorder (ADHD), a common 

neurodevelopmental disorder (NDD) in childhood affecting up to five percent of children 

(Polanczyk, de Lima, Horta, Biederman, & Rohde, 2007). The rates of sleep problems 

among children with ADHD vary across studies as a function of demographics and the 

use of objective versus subjective sleep measures (Weiss et al., 2015); estimates of the 

proportion of children with ADHD for which sleep is problematic range from 25 to 50 

percent (Owens, 2005) with some research pointing to sleep problems in up to 70 percent 

of cases (Weiss et al., 2015). These sleep problems may include difficulty falling asleep 

and staying asleep and can lead to significantly shortened sleep duration (Owens, 2005). 

As previously mentioned, research on the effects of sleep loss in children have pointed to 

an impairment in several cognitive functions which are known to involve the prefrontal 

cortex (e.g., working memory). Given that executive functions (such as working 

memory) are impaired in children with ADHD, the relationship between sleep and 

ADHD would seem to be bidirectional, with sleep problems leading to and/or 

exacerbating symptoms of ADHD, and behavioural symptoms leading to and/or 

exacerbating sleep problems (Weiss et al., 2015). Sleep loss is also known to impact 

mood and therefore symptoms such as irritability may be amplified by sleep problems in 
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children with ADHD. Additionally, epidemiological research suggests that sleep duration 

is actually predictive of the development of an ADHD diagnosis (Scott et al., 2013).  

Importantly, the impact of sleep problems on children with ADHD may be more 

problematic than for children without ADHD who are more likely to experience transient 

issues with sleep (Gruber et al., 2011). For example, Gruber et al. (2011) conducted an 

experimental CSR study using TD children and children with ADHD and found that, 

while CSR led to deterioration of neurobehavioural functioning in both groups of 

children, the functioning of children with ADHD was reduced from a subclinical to 

clinical level. Therefore, not only is it the case that shortened sleep duration and 

difficulties with sleep may be related to the development of ADHD or related symptoms 

(Lundahl et al., 2015; Paavonen et al., 2009; Scott et al., 2013), for children who do meet 

diagnostic criteria for ADHD, shortened sleep duration seems to lead to more serious 

consequences when compared to TD children (Kirov & Brand, 2014). With regard to the 

specific ways in which sleep differs between TD children and children with ADHD, the 

most consistent findings come from parental reports and include a greater degree of 

restless sleep, difficulty falling and staying asleep, and shortened sleep duration 

compared to TD children (Owens, 2005). More objective studies of sleep which used 

actigraphy also noted differences in sleep in children with ADHD. For example, Gruber, 

Sadeh, & Raviv (2000) found a greater degree of night-to-night variability in the sleep 

patterns of these children.  

In looking at what may underlie the differences in sleep between these two 

populations at a physiological level, several studies have investigated sleep in children 

with ADHD using PSG. Corkum and Coulombe (2013) conducted a review of reviews 
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within the literature looking at sleep problems in children with ADHD. Overall, the 

authors noted that the most consistent results across systematic reviews were increased 

parent-reported sleep problems and more nocturnal movement/periodic limb movements 

in children with ADHD. Despite this, the sleep architecture of children with ADHD did 

not show any consistent differences to that of TD children. Corkum and Coulombe also 

made note of the many confounding variables which impacted group differences, such as 

age, sex, comorbidity, ADHD subtype/presentation, medication use, diagnostic 

procedures, and sleep laboratory adaptation. Following from this review of reviews, 

Speth, Benoit, and Corkum (2014) conducted a study which rigorously controlled for 

confounding variables by age- and sex-matching TD children and children with ADHD, 

using children with ADHD who were medication-naïve and who did not have any 

comorbid psychiatric conditions, and comparing children with different 

subtypes/presentations of ADHD. In line with previous findings, these authors concluded 

that there was no specific sleep architecture profile in children with ADHD. They did 

note that children with ADHD had a longer SOL than TD children. Their results did not 

differ based on subtype/presentation of ADHD. Overall, research to date has failed to 

provide an objective, physiological explanation for subjective differences in sleep 

problems between TD children and children with ADHD. However, the failure to find 

objective differences in sleep between groups is likely not due to the fact that such 

differences do not exist, but more likely due to the inadequacy of the methods used to 

measure them (Weiss et al., 2015). To date, the majority of studies looking at objective 

differences in sleep have examined sleep architecture which only considers possible 

differences at a macro-level of analysis while relatively few studies have looked at sleep 
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physiology at a micro-level (e.g., power spectrum of sleep EEG). Owens (2006) therefore 

highlights the need for a continued study of sleep in children with ADHD using more 

detailed analyses. 

Rationale and Objectives of the Current Dissertation 

 Rationale. Despite the large body of research investigating the impact of sleep 

loss on adults, far fewer studies of experimental sleep loss have been conducted with 

school-age children. Of the existing studies, only two have considered the impact of sleep 

loss on sleep physiology. As sleep physiology is qualitatively and quantitatively different 

in school-age children as compared to adolescents and adults, it is important to develop 

an understanding of how sleep changes in response to reduced sleep opportunities within 

this specific age group. Furthering the research literature in this area is especially 

important when one considers the active brain development that occurs during childhood 

and the interplay between sleep and cognitive development during this time. 

Interestingly, many of the consequences following from reduced sleep duration in 

children seem to mimic symptoms of ADHD and a high proportion of children diagnosed 

with ADHD experience sleep problems. Given the relationship between sleep and 

ADHD, it is important to not only establish what physiological differences might underlie 

these sleep problems but also determine how children with ADHD might uniquely 

respond to a reduced sleep opportunity. 

 Objectives. The following dissertation has three main objectives. (1) First, within 

this dissertation I investigate the impact of experimentally restricted sleep in a sample of 

healthy school-age children. Specifically, I am concerned with the impact of CSR of one 

hour less time in bed (TIB) per night for six nights on sleep physiology. I will determine 
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whether this degree of CSR leads to homeostatic changes in sleep at the level of sleep 

architecture, the power spectrum of sleep (e.g., SWA), and sleep spindles. Given that 

childhood is an important period of brain and functional development, it is essential to 

understand whether and how children’s brains adapt to restricted sleep. (2) Second, I aim 

to investigate potential physiological differences in sleep between TD children and 

children with ADHD at the level of sleep architecture, the power spectrum of sleep, and 

sleep spindles, using a sample of rigorously diagnosed, medication-naïve, age- and sex-

matched children with ADHD. (3) The third and final objective of this dissertation is to 

determine whether children with ADHD have the same homeostatic response to CSR 

compared to their TD peers at the level of sleep physiology. Given that previous studies 

have failed to find consistent differences in sleep architecture yet report that children with 

ADHD have more movement during sleep (Corkum & Coulombe, 2013) and take longer 

to fall asleep (Speth et al., 2014), it is possible that these children do not experience the 

same homeostatic drive which regulates processes such as the onset to sleep and changes 

in sleep architecture in response to inadequate sleep. As parent reports suggest that 

children with ADHD have more problems with sleep under normal conditions, it is also 

conceivable that they would be more severely impacted by CSR than TD children. This 

dissertation is derived from a larger study which investigated the impact of CSR in 

school-age TD children and children with ADHD (CIHR grant 44586).  

 In the following chapters I will present the findings of three different analyses 

conducted using PSG recorded during the sleep manipulation. Chapter 2 will look at 

sleep architecture and the power spectrum of sleep EEG and Chapter 3 will look at sleep 

spindles in N2 sleep. Chapter 4 will provide an overview of findings, discuss broad 
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theoretical and methodological concerns related to this field of research, discuss our 

findings within the context of the broader literature on sleep in children with ADHD, 

review the strengths and limitations of this dissertation, discuss the clinical implications 

of the findings, and provide suggestions for future research that should be conducted 

moving forward. 
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Table 1.1 

Summary and Definitions of Sleep Stages and Sleep Parameters 

Sleep Stages   

N1 Sleep (previously 
called Stage 1) 

Sometimes referred to as "transitional" or "light" sleep; predominated 
by low-voltage, fast frequency EEG; during this stage there is minimal 
to no body movement, breathing is shallow and eye movements are 
defined by a rolling pattern; individuals may experience drifting 
thoughts and are easily awakened. 

N2 Sleep (previously 
called Stage 2) 

Sometimes referred to as "sigma", "spindle", or "intermediate" sleep; 
constitutes up to 50 percent of the sleep recording in healthy adults; 
predominated by EEG activity within theta range (4 to 7 Hz); defined 
by appearance of K complexes and sleep spindles. 

N3 Sleep (previously 
Stages 3 and 4) 

Sometimes referred to as "deep", "slow wave", or "delta" sleep; 
predominated by high amplitude slow waves; considered the deepest 
and most restorative stage of sleep. 

REM Sleep 

Sometimes referred to as "R", "paradoxical", or "active" sleep; 
characterized by low amplitude, mixed frequency EEG, eye 
movements, and low muscle tone. 

Sleep Parameters   

Time in Bed (TIB) 

The time between lights out (when the individual goes to bed) and 
lights on (when the individual wakes up or is woken up and gets out of 
bed). 

Sleep Onset Latency 
(SOL) 

The amount of time an individual takes to fall asleep after lights out; 
typically measured from lights out to the first instance of sleep (either 
N1 or N2). 

Wake After Sleep 
Onset (WASO) 

The amount of time an individual spends awake after they initially fall 
asleep. 

Total Sleep Time (TST) 
The amount of time an individual spends in any of the sleep stages 
during the night, not including WASO. 

Sleep Efficiency (SE) The ratio of TST to TIB, calculated as a percentage. 
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Chapter 2: Sleep Architecture and Power Spectrum of EEG Following Cumulative 

Sleep Restriction: A Comparison between Typically-Developing Children and 

Children with ADHD 

This investigation is derived from a larger study broadly investigating the effects of sleep 

restriction on daytime functioning in children (CIHR grant 44586). The following 

manuscript describes and discusses the analyses of participants’ sleep physiology during 

CSR. These analyses are focused on sleep architecture and the power spectrum of sleep 

EEG and compare results between TD children and children with ADHD. Readers are 

advised that Ms. Tamara Speth, under the supervision of Dr. Penny Corkum, was 

responsible for reviewing extant literature and formulating the research questions; 

training and supervising research staff; completing and overseeing data collection; 

processing data and completing statistical analyses; and all aspects of the writing process. 

Ms. Speth obtained a travel grant from the Canadian Sleep and Circadian Network to 

support the cost of travel to Brock University for the purpose of learning, under the 

supervision of Dr. Kimberly Cote, the data processing methods described in this 

manuscript. In addition to the above-noted support, Ms. Speth completed this research in 

consultation with her dissertation committee members (Dr. Benjamin Rusak and Dr. Tara 

Perrot) from whom she also received editorial feedback. At this time, the following 

manuscript has not yet been submitted for publication. 
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Abstract 

Background: There are no studies have looked at the effects of cumulative sleep 

restriction (CSR) on sleep architecture or the power spectrum of sleep 

electroencephalography (EEG) in school-age children. The current study investigated 

these measures during CSR in typically-developing (TD) school-age (6 to 12 years old) 

children and children with attention-deficit/hyperactivity disorder (ADHD).  

Method: Participants were 18 TD children and 18 age- and sex-matched children with 

ADHD. Participants completed a sleep restriction protocol which included a two-week 

baseline, a Typical condition (six nights of sleep based on baseline sleep schedules), and 

a Restricted condition (six nights of average baseline time in bed [TIB] reduced by one 

hour). Polysomnography was recorded in the laboratory at the end of each condition.  

Results: Children with ADHD took longer to reach N3, had more WASO and (within the 

first 5.1 hours of the night) and had more REM sleep than TD children, regardless of 

condition. Across groups, participants had less REM sleep during CSR (during the full 

night and the first 5.1 hours). Trends suggested that additional changes in sleep 

architecture during CSR varied by group, with a longer duration of lighter stages of sleep 

(N1, N2) in children with ADHD. No significant differences in the power spectrum of 

sleep EEG were found between groups or conditions. 

Conclusions and Implications: One hour of reduced TIB per night for six nights impacts 

some physiological aspects of sleep but may not be sufficient to cause changes in the 

power spectrum of sleep EEG. Group by condition interactions suggest that the 

homeostatic processes in children with ADHD may be impaired during sleep loss 

compared to their TD peers. 
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Introduction 

Background 

 In an increasingly fast-paced and technologically-driven world, both children and 

adults are getting less sleep than ever before. Among children, there has been a decline in 

sleep duration of approximately one hour per night over the past century (Matricciani, 

Olds, & Petkov, 2012). While the recommended sleep duration for children between 6 

and 13 years of age is 9 to 11 hours per night (Hirshkowitz et al. 2015), data from the 

2014 National Sleep Foundation’s Sleep in America poll indicate that 61 percent of 6- to 

12-year-old children are getting less than 10 hours of sleep on non-school nights while 74 

percent are getting less than 10 hours of sleep on school nights (National Sleep 

Foundation, 2014). The implications of this decline in sleep duration are especially 

troubling when one considers that sleep in childhood plays a critical role in 

neurodevelopment, learning, and the development of key functional skills (Beebe, 2011). 

Particularly during childhood, chronic inadequate sleep can be conceptualized as a form 

of chronic stress that may be related to a range of neural, emotional, physical, and 

behavioural issues (Beebe, 2011; Chen, Beydoun, & Wang, 2012; Shochat, Cohen-Zion, 

& Tzischinsky, 2013). 

 At present, there is a large body of research on the impact of sleep loss in adults 

and a growing body of research in children, both pointing to a range of negative 

consequences. Correlational studies with children have found a relationship between 

inadequate sleep and daytime sleepiness, difficulties with attention, impulse control and 

behavioural regulation, and impairments in cognitive functioning and academic 

performance (Beebe, 2011). There are only 12 experimental studies of sleep restriction in 
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school-age children (Carskadon, Harvey, & Dement, 1981; Davidson et al., under review; 

Fallone, Acebo, Seifer, & Carskadon, 2005; Fallone, Acebo, Arnedt, Seifer, & 

Carskadon, 2001; Gruber et al., 2011; Gruber, Cassoff, Frenette, Wiebe, & Carrier, 2012; 

Kurth et al., 2016; Molfese et al., 2013; Peters et al., 2009; Randazzo, Muehlbach, 

Schweitzer, & Walsh, 1998; Sadeh, Gruber, & Raviv, 2003; Vriend et al., 2013). While 

there are inconsistencies, these studies have generally found that sleep loss leads to 

impaired attention, increased restlessness and impulsivity, impaired academic 

performance, increased sleepiness (both subjective and objective), poorer emotion 

regulation, poorer neurocognitive functioning, and reduced alertness, relative to a 

baseline habitual or imposed 10- or 11-hour time in bed (TIB). The impacts within this 

population are similar to those documented in the more extensive adult literature (e.g., 

Banks & Dinges, 2007). These studies are important as they allow for inference of 

causation; however, additional research is needed to corroborate and expand on these 

findings.  

 One area in which research is especially limited is that of the physiological effects 

of sleep restriction. Given that childhood represents a sensitive period of neural 

development, it is important to understand the ways in which children’s brains adapt (or 

fail to adapt) to shortened sleep opportunities. Typically, studies looking at the effects of 

sleep loss on sleep physiology (e.g., sleep architecture, the power spectrum of sleep EEG) 

have taken two forms – acute sleep restriction or deprivation (much of the night or a full 

night of no sleep) and chronic sleep restriction (CSR, milder sleep loss over multiple 

nights). In children, CSR represents a more real-world form of sleep loss (Beebe, 2011). 

Research on the impact of CSR on sleep physiology in adults is plentiful and points to a 
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homeostatic response of sleep architecture (i.e., the pattern of sleep stages). This response 

typically takes the form of a preservation of N3 and a corresponding decrease in other 

stages of sleep such as N2 and REM (Banks & Dinges, 2007). Studies in this area have 

also shown that changes in sleep are not adequately captured by sleep architecture alone, 

with authors noting a dynamic increase in slow wave activity (SWA, activity in the delta 

band between 0.5 and 4 Hz) across all NREM stages. Some studies suggest that this 

increase may extend beyond the traditional delta band to include an increase in theta 

power (Åkerstedt, Kecklund, Ingre, Lekander, & Axelsson, 2009). 

To date, three studies have examined the effects of experimental sleep loss on 

sleep physiology in adolescents (Agostini, Carskadon, Dorrian, Coussens, & Short, 2016; 

Ong et al., 2016, 2017). In these studies, participants were restricted to five hours TIB for 

five (Agostini et al., 2016; Ong et al., 2017) or seven (Ong et al., 2016) nights. All three 

studies noted a reduction in sleep onset latency (SOL) and wake after sleep onset 

(WASO), and two (Agostini et al., 2016; Ong et al., 2016) found an increase in sleep 

efficiency (SE), suggesting an increase in sleep propensity due to the reduced sleep 

opportunity. There was a decrease in total sleep time (TST) as would be expected given 

the reduced sleep opportunity (Ong et al., 2016, 2017); however, it was noted by Ong et 

al. (2017) that TST increased across progressive nights of restriction (in line with the 

reduction in WASO and increased SE) and that SOL progressively decreased (suggesting 

an accumulation of sleep debt). All three studies also consistently noted a reduction in 

N1, N2, and REM sleep, with an increase in N3 during particular nights of the restriction 

protocol (there was no significance difference in the average duration of N3 across nights 
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compared to baseline). Ong et al. (2016) also found a reduced REM latency across nights 

during restriction.  

Additionally, Ong et al. (2016) looked at the first 5 hours of sleep only (the 

longest common sleep duration across participants and conditions), as comparing a 

common temporal window may reveal changes in sleep homeostasis that would 

otherwise be undetected (this procedure has also been used in adult studies of CSR, e.g., 

Åkerstedt et al., 2009). They noted a reduction in the duration of N1 (similar to what was 

found when looking at the full night) and also found an increase in REM and N3 relative 

to baseline. When Ong et al. looked at changes in SWA from baseline, they found that 

there was an increase in mean SWA across the full night. However, when SWA during 

the first 5 hours of the night was compared between CSR and baseline nights, mean SWA 

was maintained throughout the manipulation period. Therefore, Ong et al. found that 

changes in sleep architecture were more apparent when comparing common sleep 

durations and that homeostatic changes in sleep were not fully reflected in sleep 

architecture alone. 

There are currently no known studies that have investigated the effects of CSR in 

school-age (6-12-year-old) children on sleep architecture or the power spectrum of sleep 

EEG. Studies in this area have been limited to acute sleep restriction (Carskadon et al., 

1981; Kurth et al., 2016). An early study by Carskadon et al. (1981) with children 

between 11 and 13 years of age looked at the effects of a single night of sleep restriction 

on subsequent nocturnal sleep patterns, finding similar results to adult studies with a 

preservation of slow wave stage 4 (now combined with stage 3, and referred to as N3) 

and a corresponding reduction in stages 1 (now N1), 2 (now N2), 3, and REM. They also 
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saw a decrease in SOL and latency to stage 4, and no arousals during sleep. They did not 

find a decrease in REM latency but there was a trend in this direction. A more recent 

study by Kurth et al. (2016) also looked at how children’s brains responded to acute sleep 

restriction (one night of half their usual sleep duration). These authors did not look at 

changes in sleep architecture but found that acute sleep restriction altered myelination in 

the brain and noted an increase in SWA localized to the parieto-occipital region.  

Finally, given that all of the aforementioned studies were conducted with healthy 

children, it is important to consider whether the effects of sleep loss would be greater in 

children for whom sleep is already problematic. Attention-deficit/hyperactivity disorder 

(ADHD) is a childhood neurodevelopmental disorder (NDD) which is known to be 

related to sleep problems in up to 70 percent of children who are diagnosed (Weiss, 

Craig, Davies, Schibuk, & Stein, 2015). The most consistent findings of sleep complaints 

in children with ADHD come from parent reports (Owens, 2005) while studies using 

actigraphy have found a greater degree of variability in night-to-night TST and SOL in 

children with ADHD (Gruber, Sadeh, & Raviv, 2000). In contrast, studies using 

polysomnography (PSG) have not found consistent differences in sleep between the two 

populations (Corkum & Coulombe, 2013; Speth, Benoit, & Corkum, 2014). Given the 

lack of consistent objective differences in sleep, it is possible that differences can be 

found using a finer grain analysis, such as an examination of the power spectrum of sleep 

EEG. Findings of baseline differences in the power spectrum of sleep EEG between TD 

children and children with ADHD are mixed, with some studies finding more SWA in 

central regions of the brain in children with ADHD (Ringli et al., 2013) and others 

finding no differences between the two groups (Prehn-Kristensen et al., 2011, 2013).  
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Rationale  

The aforementioned research indicates that there can be a range of pervasive 

negative effects as a result of sleep loss in school-age children, yet there are currently no 

published studies that have investigated physiological sleep processes during CSR in this 

population. Based on the findings presented above, the current study investigated changes 

in sleep architecture and the power spectrum of sleep EEG as a result of CSR in a sample 

of school-age children. Looking at CSR (versus acute sleep restriction) is particularly 

relevant, as the former reflects a more typical pattern of sleep loss among children 

(Beebe, 2011). Furthermore, the current study compared physiological sleep processes 

during CSR between TD children and children with ADHD, a common NDD in children 

that is known to be related to high levels of sleep problems (Weiss et al., 2015). The 

current investigation is derived from a larger study which investigated the impact of CSR 

in school-age children on a variety of outcome measures (CIHR grant 44586). The larger 

study utilized a seven-week repeated-measures protocol which included a two-week 

baseline period, six nights of typical sleep (based on participants’ baseline sleep 

schedules) and six nights of restricted sleep (wherein TIB was reduced by one hour each 

night relative to participants’ average baseline sleep schedules). There was a one-week 

break following the baseline period, and Typical and Restricted conditions were 

counterbalanced and separated by a two-week recovery period. 

Research Goals and Hypotheses 

The first goal of the current study was (1) to determine how six nights of CSR (as 

compared to six nights of prescribed typical sleep based on average baseline sleep 

duration) impacts physiological sleep processes in school-age children, as measured by 
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sleep architecture and the power spectrum of sleep EEG with PSG recorded in a 

controlled laboratory environment. Based on previous findings, we predicted a higher 

degree of sleep propensity as measured by shorter SOL, less WASO, and higher SE 

during CSR. We hypothesized that there would be a shorter duration of N1, N2, and 

REM and a preservation of N3 during CSR. We also hypothesized that REM latency 

would be shorter during CSR. In looking at the first 5.1 hours of the night (the longest 

common sleep duration across all recordings, including recordings for TD and ADHD 

participants during both Typical and Restricted conditions), we expected to see a longer 

duration of REM and N3 sleep. Regarding the power spectrum of sleep, we predicted a 

greater amount of mean SWA during CSR when looking at NREM sleep across the entire 

sleep period and a maintenance of SWA when considering only the first 5.1 hours of the 

night.  

Our second and third goals were (2) to compare sleep between TD children and 

children with ADHD using the measures indicated above, and (3) to determine whether 

children with ADHD are more severely impacted by CSR when compared to their TD 

peers. While no previous studies have examined changes in sleep architecture or the 

power spectrum of sleep EEG during CSR in children with ADHD, given their pre-

existing difficulty with sleep, we predicted that children with ADHD would not 

experience the same degree of homeostatic response as TD children. As the results of 

studies looking at differences in the power spectrum of sleep EEG between TD children 

and children with ADHD have had mixed results with regard to SWA (Prehn-Kristensen 

et al. 2011, 2013; Ringli et al., 2013), it was not possible to hypothesize whether there 

would be differences in the current study.  
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Finally, given the evidence suggesting that the homeostatic response to CSR 

extends beyond the traditional delta band, the fourth and final goal of the current study 

was (4) to explore changes in the broader power spectrum during CSR in school-age 

children (i.e., examination of theta, alpha, sigma, and beta bands) both across and 

between groups. While these analyses were exploratory, we hypothesized possible 

differences between Restricted and Typical condition nights characterized by an increase 

in theta activity (consistent with previous findings in adults, e.g., Åkerstedt et al., 2009). 

Method 

Participants 

TD children were recruited from the community using newsletters, web-based 

advertisements, and through a research database of past research participants. Children in 

the ADHD group were recruited from a speciality ADHD clinic, two private practices 

focusing on NDDs, and through a research ADHD clinic, all of which employed the same 

diagnostic tools, including semi-structured diagnostic parent and teacher interviews, 

collection of historical information, rating scales, and a psycho-educational assessment 

(for details see McGonnell et al., 2009). Given that the DSM-V now specifies 

presentations of ADHD but no longer categorizes children with ADHD into subtypes, the 

current study included children across all ADHD presentations. All ADHD participants 

were medication-naïve for treatment of ADHD or any other psychopathology.  

Before the study, potential participants were screened using questionnaires to 

ensure that they met all inclusion criteria and did not meet any of the general exclusion 

criteria. Inclusion criteria for both groups were that the children must be between 6 and 

12 years of age. For the TD group, children could not have been previously diagnosed 
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with a mental health disorder, whereas for the ADHD group children were required to 

meet DSM-V diagnostic criteria for ADHD, to not have any comorbid mental health 

disorders (with the exception of learning disorders), and to be medication naïve. These 

criteria were assessed through screening questionnaires for the TD group and a 

comprehensive clinical diagnostic assessment for the ADHD group. General exclusion 

criteria for the present study stipulated that participants must not have (1) a chronic and 

impairing medical illness, (2) a history of neurological impairments, (3) a primary sleep 

disorder (screened during the baseline PSG night in the laboratory), (4) used medication 

during the past month that is likely to affect sleep, (5) crossed more than two time zones 

in the last month, (6) regularly sleep less than 8 hours or more than 12 hours nightly, or 

(7) developed beyond Tanner stage 2 (based on a parent-completed questionnaire).  

A total of 33 TD children and 32 children with ADHD between the ages of 6 and 

12 met initial screening criteria. Prior to the start of the baseline period, 1 TD child and 5 

children with ADHD withdrew or were excluded by researchers1. After enrollment in the 

baseline period, 2 TD children and 4 children with ADHD withdrew or were excluded 

from the study2. Therefore, 30 TD children and 23 children with ADHD completed the 

study protocol in its entirety. Of the children that completed all study weeks, 7 TD 

children and 5 children with ADHD were excluded from the final analysis as they did not 

                                                
1 One TD participant withdrew because they found the actigraph uncomfortable; 5 
children with ADHD withdrew or were excluded for the following reasons: could not 
make schedule work, did not attend baseline visit, met exclusion criteria, lost actigraph, 
sick, or did not give a reason. 
2 Two TD participants were excluded because they met exclusion criteria; children with 
ADHD withdrew or were excluded for the following reasons: epileptic activity found on 
the PSG, diagnosis of ADHD could not be confirmed, could not make time commitment, 
or did not give a reason. 
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meet the sleep restriction criterion. This criterion required the average difference in TIB 

during the Restricted condition period and TIB during the Typical condition period as 

measured by actigraphy to be a minimum of 30 minutes less per night. One additional TD 

child was excluded from analyses due to the diagnosis of a chronic health disorder 

following completion of the study. 

Participants who met all study criteria were then age- and sex-matched, resulting 

in a final sample of 36 children (18 in each of the TD and ADHD groups). Consistent 

with the known higher incidence of ADHD among boys (Arnold, 1996), the final sample 

included 14 boys and 4 girls in each group. No significant differences between groups 

were found in participants’ age, ethnicity, family composition, parental education, or 

family income as determined by t-tests and Pearson Chi-Squared tests. A t-test indicated 

a significant difference in estimated full-scale IQ between groups, with TD children 

having a higher IQ than children with ADHD, but both groups were in the Average range 

(see Table 2.1). The study was run across several years throughout the school months 

(between September and June) with neither group being studied exclusively during any 

particular time of year.  

A reduced sample was used for some analyses, as the EEG data for five 

participants (two boys with ADHD, two TD boys, one TD girl) included a large amount 

of artifact that made some analyses impossible to complete, including power spectrum 

analysis. An additional age-matched girl with ADHD was removed from the analyses to 

ensure even numbers of participants in each group. Therefore, 15 participants (3 girls) 

remained in each group for these analyses. Sleep architecture analyses that were carried 
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out using the first 5.1 hours of sleep (the longest common sleep duration among all 

recordings not including WASO) were also conducted with the reduced sample. 

Procedure 

 During the baseline period, sleep durations were established for each participant 

over the course of two weeks, during which time they were asked to wear an actigraph (a 

wrist-worn accelerometer). Participants’ parents were also asked to complete a sleep 

diary during this time in which they recorded various elements of the child’s sleep such 

as bed time, wake time, and number of awakenings during the night. At the end of this 

two-week period, participants spent a night in the sleep laboratory and had their sleep 

recorded using PSG. After a one-week break, participants underwent a sleep 

manipulation protocol. Relative to baseline sleep patterns, participants were asked to go 

to bed one hour later nightly for one week (Restricted condition); during another week, 

their sleep scheduled was assigned based on average baseline sleep and wake times 

(Typical condition). The order of the Restricted condition and Typical condition was 

counterbalanced and there was a two-week recovery period between condition periods. 

Participants were also asked to wear an actigraph throughout each of these condition 

periods to confirm that they had followed the restriction protocol; adherence was 

confirmed following participation when actigraphy data were extracted and analyzed.  

Participants then came into the laboratory for an overnight PSG recording at the end of 

each of the condition periods, wherein sleep was scheduled according to their condition 

(i.e., they continued to follow their restriction schedule during the Restricted condition 

night in the laboratory and their typical sleep schedule during the Typical condition night 

in the laboratory). 
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On the day following each PSG assessment in the laboratory, participants 

underwent four daytime multiple sleep latency tests (MSLTs). During the MSLTs 

participants had opportunities for 20- to 30-minute naps scheduled 2 hours apart (10:00, 

12:00, 14:00, and 16:00). Participants also underwent daytime assessments of cognitive 

and emotional functioning. Between assessments, participants had free time during which 

they were able to engage in activities such as reading, playing games, and watching 

movies. Participants had limited exposure to natural sunlight during their time in the 

sleep laboratory and they were prohibited from consuming caffeine or products that 

contain caffeine (e.g., chocolate). Results regarding daytime consequences and MSLTs 

are reported separately (Corkum et al., in preparation; Davidson et al., under review). 

Descriptive statistics for actigraphy data are also presented separately (Davidson et al., 

under review).   

Polysomnography. PSG assessments were carried out by trained research 

assistants. Assessments were conducted with a Sandman® PSG system which recorded 

four electroencephalogram (EEG) channels (C3, C4, O1, O2), left and right 

electrooculogram (EOG), two submental electromyogram (EMG) channels, and 

electrocardiogram (ECG). Leg movements were measured using electrodes placed on the 

left and right anterior tibialis muscles. Respiratory effort was measured using bands on 

the chest and abdomen and breathing was measured using an oronasal cannula. Oxygen 

saturation was measured using a finger-probe pulse oximeter. Snoring was identified 

using a room microphone and participants’ body position was recorded using an infrared 

camera. Sleep stages were scored offline visually in 30-second epochs by a registered 

sleep technologist (supervised by a physician with a specialization in sleep medicine) 
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according to American Academy of Sleep Medicine (AASM) guidelines (Iber, Ancoli-

Israel, Chesson, & Quan, 2007). The sleep technologist was blind to the condition of PSG 

recordings. Sleep parameters (e.g., SOL, SE) were calculated using reports generated 

through Sandman®.  

Data processing and signal analysis. PSG files were exported in European Data 

Format (EDF) and processed using Neuroscan version 4.5 SCAN software 

(Compumedics Neuroscan, Inc., El Paso). All files were either recorded at a sampling 

rate of 128 Hz or were down-sampled to that value at the time of export. Using SCAN 

software, all EEG channels were re-referenced offline to the average of the two mastoid 

channels (A1/A2) for analysis and signals were band-pass filtered between 1 and 30 Hz. 

Artifacts were then visually identified and highlighted. Using the reduced sample size (n 

= 15 per group), the average amount of artifact-free data from the Typical condition night 

was 89.22 percent and 91.47 percent from the Restricted condition night. Data were then 

exported into Microsoft Excel for calculation of additional variables of interest.  

Power spectrum analysis was conducted using fast-Fourier transformation (FFT) 

with 2 second, 75% overlapped Hanning windows on C3 and C4. FFT was carried out in 

epochs that contained at least 15 seconds of continuous artifact-free data. Absolute power 

values in the following bands were obtained: delta (1-4 Hz); theta (4-7 Hz); alpha (8-12 

Hz); sigma (13-16 Hz); and beta (16-24 Hz). Data were averaged between the left (C3) 

and right (C4) hemispheres and across NREM stages for the entire sleep period (i.e., all 

epochs of NREM that contained at least 15 seconds of continuous artifact-free data for 

the entire night) as well as for NREM within the first 5.1 hours of sleep (i.e., epochs of 

NREM from the first 5.1 hours of the EEG recording that contained at least 15 seconds of 
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continuous artifact-free data). FFT analyses used the smaller sample size as they required 

a sufficient amount of artifact-free data. Data were logarithmically transformed prior to 

statistical analyses. In 9 files one channel had poor quality data for a portion of the sleep 

recording, and data from a single channel were used. 

Data Analyses 

To determine the impact of CSR on sleep parameters across the entire sleep 

period, two-way mixed ANOVAs were used to examine the effect of group (TD, ADHD) 

and experimental manipulation (Typical condition, Restricted condition). Separate 

ANOVAs were run for TIB, TST, SOL, WASO, and SE. To examine the effect of group 

and experimental manipulation on sleep architecture two-way mixed ANOVAs were also 

used. Separate ANOVAs were run for minutes of N1, N2, N3, and REM. ANOVAs were 

also run to test for differences in sleep architecture using the first 5.1 hours of sleep.  

Looking at the power spectrum of sleep EEG, two-way mixed ANOVAs were 

used to examine the effect of group and experimental manipulation on SWA. Separate 

ANOVAs were run for NREM across the full night of sleep and NREM within the first 

5.1 hours of sleep. Exploratory analyses looking at the full power spectrum of sleep EEG 

were also conducted using two-way mixed ANOVAs. Separate ANOVAs were run for 

the full night of sleep and the first 5.1 hours of sleep for each of the bands noted above. 

Statistical assumptions were checked prior to running ANOVAs. Outliers were 

defined as studentized residuals plus or minus three values. For the sleep architecture 

data, variables that were non-normally distributed, contained significant outliers, and/or 

violated the assumption of homogeneity of variance were square root transformed. 

Transformations were applied to 14 out of 16 dependent variables. ANOVAs were run 
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both prior to transformations being applied and after. As results did not change after 

applying transformations, results using the raw data are presented below. No further 

transformations were applied to FFT data as these data were already logarithmically 

transformed prior to statistical analyses.  

Results 

Sleep Manipulation  

Means, standard deviations and effect sizes for TIB and TST are presented in 

Table 2.2. There were main condition effects related to the sleep manipulation, such that 

there was a statistically significant difference in TIB (F(1, 34) = 49.03, p < .001, partial 

η2 = .59) as well as in TST between conditions (F(1, 34) = 10.35, p < .01, partial η2 = .23) 

showing that, on average, participants spent 45.39 minutes less in bed and slept 28.37 

minutes less during the Restricted condition night in the laboratory compared to the 

Typical condition night3. There was no main effect of group and no condition by group 

interaction. These findings based on PSG are consistent with those from actigraphy 

recorded throughout each of the manipulation periods. Actigraphy data showed that 

during the Restricted condition period, children had less TIB and shorter TST which 

corresponded to a significantly later bedtime during the Restricted condition period 

(Davidson et al., under review).  

Sleep Parameters and Sleep Architecture Across the Full Sleep Period  

Means, standard deviations, and effect sizes for all sleep parameters and sleep 

architecture variables across the full sleep period are presented in Table 2.2. For all sleep 

                                                
3 The 30-minute restriction criterion noted previously was based on the average nightly 
difference in TIB during the Restricted and Typical condition periods based on 
actigraphy. 
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parameters, there were no significant interaction effects. There were no main effects of 

condition or group on SE or SOL. There was no main effect of condition on WASO but 

there was a main group effect (F(1, 34) = 4.54, p = .04, partial η2 = .118), such that 

children with ADHD had 15.21 minutes more WASO than TD children regardless of 

condition.  

With regard to sleep architecture, there were no significant main effects for 

condition or group or interactions for minutes of N1, N2, or N3. However, there was a 

trend towards an interaction for minutes of N1 (F(1, 34) = 3.26, p = .08, partial η2 = .09). 

Based on a visual inspection of the graphed and raw mean data for each group and 

condition, there appears to have been less N1 during CSR in the TD group, and more N1 

during CSR in the ADHD group. There was a significant group difference in latency to 

N3 sleep (F(1, 34) = 9.70, p = .004, partial η2 = .22), such that children with ADHD took 

13.80 minutes longer to reach N3 than TD children regardless of condition. There was no 

significant main effect of condition nor a significant interaction. There were no group 

differences in minutes of REM but there was a statistically significant main effect of 

condition (F(1, 34) = 5.537, p = .025, partial η2 = .14), such that the amount of REM 

sleep was reduced by 14.94 minutes during restriction when compared to the Typical 

condition night in both groups. There was no significant interaction effect. There were no 

significant main effects for REM latency but there was a trend towards a group by 

condition interaction (F(1, 34) = 3.917, p .056, , partial η2 = .103). Based on a visual 

inspection of the graphed and raw mean data for each group and condition, REM latency 

during CSR appeared longer in the ADHD group and shorter in the TD group.  

Sleep Architecture Within the First 5.1 Hours of Sleep 
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Means, standard deviations and effect sizes for all sleep architecture variables 

within the first 5.1 hours of sleep are presented in Table 2.2. Within the first 5.1 hours of 

sleep there were no main effects or interactions in minutes of N1. There were no group 

differences in the duration of N2 but there was a significant main effect of condition (F(1, 

28) = 4.64, p = .04, partial η2 = .14), such that participants spent 11.55 more minutes in 

N2 during the Restricted condition night compared to the Typical condition night. There 

was also a trend towards a group by condition interaction (F(1, 28) = 3.21, p = .08, partial 

η2 = .10). Based on a visual inspection of the graphed and raw mean data for each group 

and condition, it seems that this condition effect was driven primarily by ADHD children, 

while there appears to have been very little change in N2 during CSR in TD children. 

There were no main effects or interactions for duration of N3. Finally, there was a 

significant main effect of group for REM duration (F(1, 28) = 4.79, p = .04, partial η2 = 

.15), and a significant main effect of condition (F(1, 28) = 5.38, p = .03, partial η2 = .16), 

such that both groups had 10.90 fewer minutes of REM sleep during the Restricted 

condition night than during the Typical condition night and that children with ADHD had 

8.96 minutes more REM sleep than TD children regardless of experimental condition. 

There was no significant interaction effect. 

The Power Spectrum of NREM Across the Full Sleep Period 

Means, standard deviations, and effect sizes for all power spectrum variables 

across the full sleep period are presented in Table 2.3. There were no significant main 

effects or interactions in SWA nor for power in any other bands investigated.  

The Power Spectrum of NREM Within the First 5.1 Hours of Sleep 
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Means, standard deviations, and effect sizes for all power spectrum variables 

within the first 5.1 hours of sleep are presented in Table 2.3. In looking at the first 5.1 

hours of sleep, there were again no significant main effects or interactions in SWA or 

power in any other bands investigated. There was a trend towards a group by condition 

interaction for sigma (F(1, 28) = 3.44, p = .07, partial η2 = .11). Based on a visual 

inspection of the graphed and raw mean data for each group and condition, it appears that 

there was a greater amount of power in the sigma band during CSR in children with 

ADHD and less power in the sigma band during CSR in TD children. 

Follow-Up Analyses 

 As there was a high degree of variability between participants in the extent to 

which their sleep was restricted during the Restricted condition, we sought to determine 

whether the degree of sleep restriction was related to changes in sleep architecture and 

the power spectrum of sleep EEG. We therefore calculated the difference between the 

Typical and Restricted conditions in the cumulative TST from the nights leading up to 

and including the PSG night based on actigraphy. Cumulative TST could not be obtained 

for three participants (2 during the Typical condition, 1 during the Restricted condition) 

as there were no actigraphy data for these children during these manipulation periods 

(this was either due to non-compliance with study protocol or technical issues with the 

actigraph). We therefore used Little’s MCAR test (Little, 1988) to determine that the 

cumulative TST values were missing completely at random (χ2 = 1.44, p = .49) and 

imputed missing data in SPSS using expectation maximization. We also calculated 

difference scores between Typical and Restricted conditions for each of the PSG sleep 

parameters (SE, SOL, WASO), sleep architecture variables (minutes of N1, N2, N3, 
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REM), and power spectrum bands (SWA, theta, alpha, sigma, beta) for the full sleep 

period as well as the first 5.1 hours of sleep. We then ran simple linear regressions using 

the cumulative TST difference score to predict changes in sleep architecture and the 

power spectrum of sleep EEG. Results indicated that the degree of sleep restriction was 

not predictive of any sleep parameter (SE, F(1, 35) = 0.02, p = .89; SOL, F(1, 35) = 0.17, 

p = .68; WASO, F(1, 35) = 1.16, p = .29, sleep architecture variable during the full night 

(minutes of N1, F(1, 35) = 0.42, p = .52; minutes of N2, F(1, 35) = 2.92, p = .10; minutes 

of N3, F(1, 35) = 1.15, p = .29; minutes of R, F(1, 35) = 0.02, p = .89; N3 latency, F(1, 

35) = 1.15, p = .29; R latency, F(1, 35) = 0.32, p = .58) or within the first 5.1 hours of the 

night (minutes of N1, F(1, 29) = 0.38, p = .54; minutes of N2, F(1, 29) = 0.01, p = .94; 

minutes of N3, F(1, 29) = 0.31, p = .58; minutes of R, F(1, 29) = 0.43, p = .52), or power 

within any frequency band during the full night (SWA, F(1, 29) = 2.75, p = .11; theta, 

F(1, 29) = 2.43, p = .13; alpha, F(1, 29) = 1.86, p = .18; sigma, F(1, 29) = 1.73, p = .20; 

beta, F(1, 29) = 1.28, p .27) or within the first 5.1 hours (SWA, F(1, 29) = 2.06, p = .16; 

theta, F(1, 29) = 2.39, p = .13; alpha, F(1, 29) = 1.85, p = .19; sigma, F(1, 29) = 1.59, p 

.22; beta, F(1, 29) = 1.27, p = .27).  

Discussion 

 The first goal of the current study was to (1) investigate how school-age children 

respond to mild CSR with regard to physiological changes in sleep. We noted less TIB 

and TST during the Restricted condition, with no change between conditions in SOL, SE, 

or WASO. Regarding sleep stages, there was a main condition effect of a shorter duration 

of REM during CSR. During the first 5.1 hours of sleep, we again noted a shorter 

duration of REM as well as a longer duration of N2 during CSR relative to sleep during 
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the Typical condition. There were no differences in SWA in either analysis. The second 

and third goals of the current study were (2) to investigate whether there were differences 

in sleep between TD children and children with ADHD regardless of condition, and (3) to 

determine whether children with ADHD would be more severely impacted by CSR 

compared to TD children. Our findings indicated that across conditions, children with 

ADHD had more WASO and a longer latency to N3, as well as more REM within the 

first 5.1 hours of the night. There were no differences between groups in SWA or any of 

the additional frequency bands examined. Trends towards interaction effects suggested 

that children with ADHD had more minutes of N1 and a longer REM latency during the 

Restricted condition compared to the Typical condition, while values for TD children 

appeared to change in the opposite direction (i.e., fewer minutes of N1 and a shorter 

latency to REM during CSR). Within the first 5.1 hours of the night, we found a trend 

suggesting that the increase in N2 during CSR was primarily driven by children with 

ADHD. Similar to TD children, there were no differences in mean SWA during CSR 

either when looking at the full night or the first 5.1 hours of sleep. The final goal of the 

current study was to explore changes in the power spectrum of sleep beyond the 

traditional delta band. We found no differences in power within the theta, alpha, or beta 

bands either between groups or between conditions. There was a trend towards greater 

sigma power during CSR in the first 5.1 hours of sleep in the ADHD group with what 

appeared to be less sigma power in the TD group. 

As expected, our study protocol led to a decrease in TST during the Restricted 

condition night across both groups, indicating that our experimental manipulation on the 

laboratory night was successful. However, despite strict laboratory conditions, the mean 
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difference in TST between Typical and Restricted condition nights was only 28 minutes. 

This is in contrast to TIB which showed that children were in bed for an average of 45 

minutes less during the Restricted condition night in the laboratory. Although there were 

no statistically significant changes in SOL, WASO, or SE (Agostini et al., 2017; Ong et 

al., 2016, 2017), participants seem to be making up (to some degree) for the shortened 

TIB with more efficient use of their sleep opportunity. Looking at the raw data for these 

variables between conditions, the values for SE, SOL, and WASO are changing in the 

expected direction (i.e., higher SE, shorter SOL, and less WASO during CSR) with effect 

sizes for the condition effects in the medium range (.04 to .07; Cohen, 1988). It would 

therefore seem that CSR led to the expected changes in sleep parameters, although these 

changes were not large enough on the laboratory recording night to result in statistically 

significant differences between conditions. Our belief that participants were making up 

for the shortened sleep opportunity is supported by the finding that participants had a 

shorter SOL and decreased WASO (but no change in SE) during the Restricted condition 

period leading up to the laboratory night, as measured by actigraphy (Davidson et al., 

under review).  

 While our results did not show a maintenance of N3 with a corresponding 

reduction in all other stages of sleep as was hypothesized, we did note a decrease in REM 

during CSR. The decrease in REM was also evident when we considered the first 5.1 

hours of sleep. This more pronounced deficit in REM is consistent with previous research 

(Skorucak et al., 2018) but is in contrast to our hypothesis based on the findings of Ong et 

al. (2016) who noted an increased duration of REM when looking at the longest common 

sleep duration. The authors suggested that this may have been a result of their 
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experimental protocol which had participants go to bed two hours later during 

manipulation nights while aligning the midpoints of these manipulation nights with 

baseline sleep periods. Due to the circadian influence on REM sleep and therefore 

increased REM priority in the early morning/latter half of the sleep period, it is likely that 

the more dramatic delay in bedtime in Ong et al. resulted in a greater proportion of sleep 

falling within the morning circadian phase, contributing to the increase in REM that was 

not found in the current study (Czeisler, Zimmerman, Ronda, Moore-Ede, & Weitzman, 

1980). Interestingly, when looking at the first 5.1 hours of sleep only we also noted an 

increase in N2. This finding is in contrast to the findings of Åkerstedt et al. (2009) and 

Ong et al. (2016) who found an increase in N3 during CSR and a decrease in other stages 

of sleep. Given that research in adults has shown a robust preservation in N3 and a 

reduction in N2 and REM following both acute and chronic sleep restriction (e.g., Banks 

& Dinges, 2007), it is possible that the modest decrease in TST in the current study is 

what contributed, at least in part, to the maintenance of N2.  

The lack of condition effect for N1 and the increase in N2 were both surprising 

but may be better understood within the context of the additional trends toward group by 

condition interactions for these variables. These trends suggest that specifically children 

with ADHD had more N1and N2 during CSR. Therefore, for TD children, a decrease in 

N1 (full night), a maintenance in N2, and a decrease in REM (full night and first 5.1 

hours) is mostly consistent with our hypothesis that N3 sleep would be maintained at the 

expense of other stages of sleep. It is also worth noting that, while the ANOVA for the 

duration of N3 within the first 5.1 hours of sleep did not come out as significant in the 

statistical analysis, the duration of N3 increased marginally (by approximately four 
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minutes) early in the night in TD children which is consistent with a homeostatic 

response to sleep restriction, while it decreased by approximately six minutes in children 

with ADHD. It is therefore unclear why children with ADHD would experience a 

decrease in N3 and an increase in N1 and N2 sleep during CSR. These findings are 

consistent with the group effect which showed a longer onset to N3 in children with 

ADHD and suggest that there is something different about the homeostatic response to 

sleep restriction and the way in which N3 pressure accumulates in this group.  

Given the increase in N2 and decrease in N3 during CSR in children with ADHD, 

it would seem that there is a prioritization of N2 sleep over N3 in this clinical population. 

This is consistent with our finding of a trend towards an increase in sigma power within 

the first 5.1 hours of the night during CSR in children with ADHD. While N2 sleep is 

predominated by theta activity (4-7 Hz), sleep spindles are a distinguishing feature of this 

stage and are characterized by EEG activity within the sigma (13-16 Hz) range (Malhotra 

& Avidan, 2014). With the apparent increase in both N2 and sigma power during CSR in 

children with ADHD, it would be of interest to look at the impact of CSR on sleep 

spindles within this population. 

These results should also be considered in light of our results for the full sleep 

period which indicated that irrespective of condition, children with ADHD had more 

WASO. Although the apparent increase in N2 and decrease in N3 during CSR among 

children with ADHD (together with the finding that these children had a longer N3 

latency and more WASO) may seem to indicate an altered homeostatic response, another 

possibility is that children with ADHD do experience the same homeostatic sleep 

processes as TD children but have a greater degree of difficulty reaching N3 sleep. This 
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could be due to increased WASO interfering with their ability reach this stage (therefore 

resulting in their increased latency to N3). Thus, the finding that children with ADHD 

spend more time in N2 sleep during CSR relative to TD children might indicate that 

while the brain is progressing towards achieving deeper sleep, arousals interrupt the 

progression from N2 to N3 thus increasing the time spent in N2 without these children 

reaching N3 as often. This interpretation is in line with the findings of previous 

researchers who examined sleep instability in children with ADHD by measuring the 

cyclic alternating pattern (CAP) – a method of coding arousal fluctuations that do not 

lead to awakenings. The authors noted that children with ADHD had a reduced total A1 

index (Akinci et al., 2015; Miano et al., 2006) and longer duration of A1 subtypes (Miano 

et al., 2006), which are responsible for the build-up and consolidation of slow wave 

NREM sleep and protecting sleep against disturbances (Parrino & Culebras, 2018). 

Therefore, under typical sleep conditions, it is possible that children with ADHD are not 

experiencing the same degree of consolidated deep NREM sleep, which is further 

exacerbated and made more apparent under conditions of experimental sleep restriction. 

This interpretation may also help to explain the trend towards an interaction for 

REM latency such that REM latency appeared to be increased during CSR in the ADHD 

group and decreased during CSR in the TD group. Based on previous findings in children 

(Carskadon et al., 1981; Ong et al., 2016) as well as findings in adult studies (Van 

Dongen et al., 2003a), we expected to see a decrease in REM latency during CSR. The 

decrease in REM latency is thought to reflect increased REM pressure accumulating over 

days of CSR as NREM sleep is prioritized (Brunner et al., 1993; Ong et al., 2016). While 

both groups were found to have a decrease in REM duration during CSR, given the 
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finding that REM latency appeared to be increased during CSR in the ADHD group, it 

would seem that these children are not experiencing the same buildup of REM pressure. 

It may also be possible that repeatedly interrupted attempts to achieve N3 sleep during 

CSR resulted in this prolonged latency to REM, as proposed above.  

Children with ADHD were also found to have more REM in the first 5.1 hours of 

the night than TD children regardless of experimental condition. This finding leads one to 

consider the influence of the dopaminergic system as having an additional impact on 

sleep in these children. It has been proposed that both sleep problems and ADHD may 

stem from common aetiologies such as altered dopaminergic pathways in the brain 

(Kirov & Brand, 2014; Owens, 2005, 2006; Weiss, Craig, Davies, Schibuk, & Stein, 

2015). Dopamine has also been implicated as playing a role in the control of the sleep-

wake cycle as well as the alternation between NREM and REM sleep, with dopaminergic 

neurons projecting to zones in the brain that are important for sleep-wake control (Kirov 

& Brand, 2014; McCarley, 2007) and there is research to suggest that lower levels of 

dopamine are related to increased REM propensity (Gillin, Pulvirenti, Withers, Golshan, 

& Koob, 1994). While there is some existing research to suggest that REM sleep is 

altered in children with ADHD, the direction of this relationship is inconsistent between 

studies and appears to depend on age and to be modulated by sleep lab adjustment (Kirov 

& Brand, 2014). The relationship between ADHD, sleep disturbances, and the 

dopaminergic system is not yet fully understood and merits further research. 

Our results did not reveal an increase in SWA during restriction, as would be 

expected based on previous research in both children and adults (Ong et al., 2016; Banks 

& Dinges, 2007). Our lack of significant findings regarding SWA are in contrast to those 
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of Ong et al. (2016) but are consistent with at least one study with adults that failed to 

establish changes in SWA during CSR (Skorucak et al., 2018). While the participants in 

Ong et al. (2016) and Ong et al. (2017) reported an average TIB of approximately 6 hours 

on weeknights, they were required to adhere to a 9-hour sleep schedule for one week 

prior to the experimental manipulation. The restriction to 5 hours TIB for 5 or 7 nights 

thus results in a more extreme degree of restriction than was used in the current study, 

and therefore, similar to Skorucak et al. (2018), it is possible that the manipulation used 

in the current study was too mild to lead to changes in sleep at the level of the power 

spectrum of the EEG. While more studies are needed to confirm this finding, it would 

seem to suggest that a reduction of TIB by about one hour less per night for six nights 

does not lead to a robust homeostatic response – both with regard to N3 and SWA – in 

school-age children. This finding highlights the fact that restricting TIB is not the same as 

restricting sleep, as individuals adapt to make up for some of this loss.  

Finally, exploratory analyses of the EEG power spectrum in additional frequency 

bands yielded non-significant results, with the exception of the trend towards a group by 

condition interaction for sigma power within the first 5.1 hours of the night, as previously 

mentioned. Although there were no changes in SWA as was expected, the difference in 

sigma power does provide some evidence of a homeostatic response in our participants as 

a reduction in sigma power has been found in other studies of experimental sleep loss 

(e.g., Jenni, Achermann, & Carskadon, 2005, in a study of adolescents). This reduction is 

related to the inverse relationship between sigma power and slow waves (Achermann & 

Borbléy, 2011; De Gennaro & Ferrara, 2003). That there was more sigma power during 

CSR in children with ADHD provides further evidence of altered or impaired 
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homeostatic processes in this population. The fact that there were no differences in power 

within any other bands during CSR (including the delta band) suggests that our 

manipulation was not powerful enough and/or that our sample size was too small to 

detect differences that may have occurred. The lack of between-group findings across all 

bands and across conditions is consistent with previous studies in adults (Philipsen et al., 

2005) and some studies in children (Prehn-Kristensen et al. 2011, 2013). 

Clinical Implications 

 We did not find changes in SWA during CSR as we had hypothesized. In 

considering this result within the context of the broader study, there some daytime 

consequences for our participants that did not differ between groups (Davidson et al., 

under review). Support was not found for all hypotheses, however, the differences that 

were found are noteworthy given the minimal sleep restriction These findings suggest 

that perhaps one hour less TIB per night over six nights is insufficient to cause major 

changes both in homeostatic sleep processes as well as in daytime functioning. With that 

being said, some previous studies have found that a similar amount of CSR led to 

significant impairments in neurocognitive functioning, with the performance of children 

with ADHD falling from a subclinical to clinical level (Gruber et al., 2011). Therefore, it 

is possible that a mild dose of CSR as was used in the current study affects specific areas 

of daytime functioning, while other areas are only impacted when sleep loss is more 

severe. In line with this idea, Van Dongen et al. (2003a) used a dose-response sleep 

restriction protocol to investigate the impact of varying degrees of CSR on sleep and 

waking neurobehavioural functioning in adults. The authors demonstrated that under 
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varying degrees of CSR, changes in waking neurobehavioural functioning were dose-

dependent and more impacted by CSR than was sleep physiology. 

It should also be acknowledged that while there was little impact of the degree of 

CSR produced in this study, research has shown that children may be more 

physiologically sensitive to the effects of sleep loss when compared to adults. For 

example, Carskadon et al. (1981) found (using a single night of sleep restricted to four 

hours) that SOL during MSLTs decreased and did not recover to baseline values even 

following a 10-hour recovery sleep. Ong et al. (2016) also noted that TST, N2, and REM 

remained altered in the sleep restricted group following three nights of 9 hours of TIB 

opportunity. Given the implications of these findings, it is important to consider 

interventions that may improve sleep opportunities for children. For example, Ong et al. 

(2017) also investigated the impact of napping on sleep EEG during CSR and noted that 

homeostatic pressure was lower in the nap group. This suggests that napping may offset 

(to some degree) the impact of poor sleep. While the results of the current study suggest 

that future experiments looking at the impact of sleep restriction in school-age children 

need to impose a more severe degree of TIB restriction, it is important to acknowledge 

that our restriction protocol reflected a more typical degree of sleep loss within this age 

group. Therefore, from a clinical perspective, our results offer important information 

about the way in which children may adapt to a modestly shortened sleep opportunity for 

a short period of time. It should be highlighted that CSR in the current study was only 

imposed for a period of one week. Increasing the duration of this period may have also 

produced stronger effects.  
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Therefore, our study suggests that children seem to adapt to a modestly shortened 

sleep opportunity, but it is unknown whether negative effects would accumulate if 

restriction was continued. Given that the average TST during the Typical condition was 

more than one hour below the average amount recommended for this age group (8.67 

hours per night for TD children and 8.43 hours for children with ADHD, Hirshkowitz et 

al. 2015) future studies may wish to examine the impact of the same degree of sleep 

restriction relative to a control period with a longer imposed sleep opportunity (rather 

than basing TIB during the Restricted condition off of participants’ typical sleep 

schedules). Finally, as our results indicate that children with ADHD may not experience 

the same homoeostatic response to sleep loss as TD children or may have difficulty 

achieving deep sleep when sleep is restricted, the consequences of sleep loss for these 

children may be more severe. Future studies of experimental sleep restriction in this age 

group should consider the impact on children with ADHD relative to TD children, as was 

done by Gruber et al. (2011). 

Beebe (2011) highlighted the importance of adding a developmental context to 

the study of inadequate sleep in children and adolescents. Childhood is a period of 

dramatic brain development which is influenced by environmental factors; chronic 

inadequate sleep is one environmental factor which can negatively impact the 

development of neural connections and therefore influence developmental trajectories. 

Longitudinal studies have shown an association between inadequate sleep and the 

development of both internalizing and externalizing problems in the future (e.g., 

substance use in adolescence; Wong, Brower, & Zucker, 2009). This is of particular 

importance as according to the National Sleep Foundation (2014), children are getting 
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less sleep than is recommended. Indeed, we corroborated this finding with the 

participants in our study, as previously stated. Therefore, an understanding of the effects 

of CSR in childhood may help in establishing public health initiatives focused on the 

promotion of adequate sleep and prevention of negative physical and mental health 

consequences. Finally, given that children are generally sleeping less than the 

recommended amount each night, it may be useful to look at the effects of both CSR and 

sleep extension. For example, Vriend et al. (2013) employed a protocol including both 

sleep restriction and extension and found significant differences in positive affective 

response, emotion regulation, short-term and working memory, and attention between the 

two conditions, with improvements in these measures in the extension condition. 

Limitations 

The current study had limitations which should be acknowledged. First, while the 

sleep manipulation employed reflected a realistic sleep deficit that may be experienced by 

school-age children, it is possible that one hour less TIB per night over a period of six 

nights is not sufficient to demonstrate robust changes in sleep architecture and the power 

spectrum of sleep. Furthermore, children in the current study were, on average, already 

sleeping approximately one hour less than the average recommended amount for this age 

group. It is therefore possible that our participants had already habituated to a reduced 

sleep duration. It should also be highlighted that the current study had a modest sample 

size which was reduced further for some analyses. This likely impacted our ability to 

detect effects and limits confidence in our results. Therefore, the findings presented 

above should be thought of as hypothesis-generating as they provide preliminary 

evidence of altered homeostatic processes in children with ADHD and offer possible 
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directions for future lines of inquiry.  Finally, the current study only considered the 

impact of CSR on medication naïve children with ADHD without any comorbid mental 

health disorders – this is not representative of many children with ADHD. However, 

given that this study is the first to investigate the effects of CSR on sleep architecture and 

the power spectrum of sleep EEG in this population, it was important to establish the 

impact of CSR using an unmedicated sample with no comorbidities. Future studies may 

wish to explore the generalizability of these results. 

Areas for Future Research 

Given that the current study is the first to investigate the effects of CSR on sleep 

architecture and the power spectrum of sleep EEG in TD school-age children and 

children with ADHD, future studies should determine dose-response effects of CSR 

within this population (similar to Van Dongen et al., 2003a). Given the limited findings 

in our study, it is possible that one hour less TIB per night over six nights is not sufficient 

for changes to be reflected in sleep physiology (particularly the power spectrum of the 

EEG). It will be important to determine the dose at which a homeostatic response is 

detectable and if/how this response changes with varying degrees of restriction. It may 

also be of interest to look at differences in sleep spindles given that sleep spindles are 

impacted by sleep loss (Curcio, Ferrara, Pellicciari, Cristiani, & De Gennaro, 2003) and 

there is some research pointing to differences in sleep spindles/sigma power in sleep EEG 

between TD children and children with ADHD (Gruber & Wise, 2016; Saletin et al., 

2016). It would be particularly interesting to look at changes in sleep spindles in these 

groups during CSR given the trends suggesting a greater amount of N2 and sigma power 

in children with ADHD during CSR in the current study. Finally, as previously stated, it 
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will be important to further study the impact of both sleep restriction as well as extension, 

especially given that children are getting less sleep at baseline than is recommended. 

Conclusions 

The current study is the first known study to experimentally investigate the effects 

of CSR in school-age children on both sleep architecture and the power spectrum of sleep 

EEG. Our study is also the first to investigate changes in these variables during CSR in 

children with ADHD, a clinical population known to have difficulty with sleep (Weiss et 

al., 2015). Results revealed a reduced duration of REM during CSR, with some 

differential changes in sleep architecture during restriction based on group. There were 

no significant findings regarding differences in the power spectrum of sleep EEG 

between groups or changes during CSR, with the exception of a trend towards a group by 

condition interaction for sigma power. Overall, our results suggest that there may be 

factors impacting homeostatic sleep processes in children with ADHD. These findings 

are preliminary, and more research needs to be done to understand the way in which 

children (both TD and with ADHD) respond to varying degrees of CSR behaviourally 

and physiologically.  
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Table 2.1  

Participant Demographics by Group 

  
ADHD 
(n = 18) 

TD 
(n = 18)     

Variable M (SD) M (SD) t p 
Age (months) 107.67 (18.96) 104.06 (16.43) 0.61 .55 
Estimated FSIQ 99.92 (10.86) 107.98 (9.50) -2.37 .02 
Variable     χ2 p 

Ethnicity (n = 32) 
15/16 

White/Caucasian;  
15/16 

White/Caucasian;  0.00 1.00 
 1/16 Multi-Racial   1/16 Multi-Racial     

Family Composition (n = 34) 13/17 two parent;  16/17 two parent;  2.11 .15 
 4/17 single parent 1/17 single parent   

Maternal Education (n = 35) 6.00 4.50 4.70 .45 
Paternal Education (n = 29) 2.50 4.00 6.48 .26 
Annual Family Income (n = 36) 5.00 6.00 4.86 .43 
Note: Age in years and months at the time of baseline; M = mean; SD = standard 
deviation; TD = typically developing; FSIQ = full scale intelligence quotient; Median 
values presented for maternal and paternal education: 1 = some secondary/high school, 2 
= completed secondary/high school, 3 = some community, technical, or CEGEP college; 
4 = completed community, technical, or CEGEP college; 5 = some university or teacher’s 
college, 6 = completed university or teacher’s college; Median values presented for 
annual family income: 1 = up to $20,000, 2 = $20,001 to $30,000, 3 = $30,001 to 
$40,000, 4 = $40,001 to $50,000, 5 = $50,001 to $60,000, 6 = $60,001 to $70,000, 7 = 
More than $70,000. 
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Chapter 3: Sleep Spindles During Cumulative Sleep Restriction: A Comparison 

Between Children with Attention-Deficit/Hyperactivity Disorder and Their 

Typically-Developing Peers 

This investigation is derived from the same larger study described in Chapter 2 which 

broadly investigated the effects of sleep restriction on daytime functioning in children. 

Following from Chapter 2, we further explored changes in participants’ sleep physiology 

during a period of CSR by looking at sleep spindles, which are phasic events in the sleep 

EEG. We again looked at differences between TD children and children with ADHD. 

Readers are advised that Ms. Tamara Speth, under the supervision of Dr. Penny Corkum, 

was responsible for reviewing extant literature and formulating the research questions; 

training and supervising research staff; completing and overseeing data collection; 

completing statistical analyses; and all aspects of the writing process. Ms. Speth 

completed this research in consultation with her dissertation committee members (Dr. 

Benjamin Rusak and Dr. Tara Perrot) from whom she also received editorial feedback. At 

this time, the following manuscript has not been submitted for publication. 
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Abstract 

Background: Sleep spindles are related to sleep preservation and synaptic plasticity. 

There is limited understanding of the impact of sleep restriction on sleep spindles in 

children. There are also few studies of sleep spindles in children with attention-

deficit/hyperactivity disorder (ADHD) and existing studies are limited by methodological 

inconsistencies.   

Method: A sample of 16 children with ADHD and 16 typically-developing (TD) children 

underwent an experimental sleep restriction protocol with a Typical condition where they 

were asked to maintain their usual sleep schedule for six nights and a Restriction 

condition where they were asked to reduce their time in bed (TIB) by one hour per night 

for six nights. Polysomnography was recorded in the laboratory at the end of each of the 

manipulation periods and sleep spindles were compared between groups and conditions. 

Results: Sleep spindles did not differ between experimental conditions or between 

groups, although there was a trend towards lower slow spindle density during restriction. 

The extent to which sleep was restricted during the manipulation periods was not 

predictive of changes in spindle activity; however, ADHD symptoms were related to 

higher frequency of fast spindles during the Typical condition across groups.  

Conclusions and Implications: A reduction of TIB by one hour per night over six nights 

is insufficient to lead to robust physiological differences in sleep spindles. Our findings 

also contribute to a small body of research on sleep spindles in children with ADHD and 

suggest that sleep spindles do not categorically differentiate these children from their TD 

peers. However, it is possible that more dimensional measures of ADHD symptoms may 

be related to sleep spindle activity in children. 
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Introduction 

Background 

 There is a growing interest in the importance of sleep as it relates to human 

functioning. Over the past decade, sleep spindles have become an area of growing 

interest as research on both the neurophysiological underpinnings and functions of 

spindles has advanced. Sleep spindles are transient, oscillatory events that are unique to 

sleep in human electroencephalography (EEG) (De Gennaro & Ferrara, 2003; Lüthi, 

2014). The function of sleep spindles is thought to be multifaceted. Research has pointed 

to a role of the spindle in inhibiting sensory input during sleep and has shown that 

individuals with higher spindle rates experience better maintenance of sleep in the face of 

environmental noise (Cote et al., 2000; Dang-Vu, McKinney, Buxton, Solet, & 

Ellenbogen, 2010), therefore suggesting that spindles play a sleep-protective role.  

Sleep spindles are also related to brain plasticity and the long-term strengthening 

of synapses in the brain, which is in turn thought to be related to the role they play in 

learning and memory (Lindemann, Ahlbeck, Bitzenhofer, & Hanganu-Opatz, 2016; 

Lüthi, 2014; Ulrich, 2016). There is a great deal of research pointing to a positive 

correlation between various sleep spindle parameters and measures of intelligence in 

adults (e.g., Fogel & Smith, 2011); however, a recent meta-analysis found that the 

amplitude of slow and fast spindles was the only variable to be robustly associated with 

cognitive ability across a range of age groups (Ujma, 2018). Furthermore, another recent 

study which included a sample of 176 17-year-olds (the largest study on this topic) failed 

to find any significant associations between spindle variables and cognitive ability 

(Pesonen, Ujma, Halonen, Räikkönen, & Kuula, 2019), further calling into question this 
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proposed relationship. 

Sleep spindles are typically measured as EEG activity occurring between 11 and 

16 Hz (Ray et al., 2015). Studies of sleep spindles have used various approaches to 

quantify spindle activity; while some studies use visual identification of spindles in EEG 

recordings, others employ automatic spindle detection algorithms, and still others use 

spectral analysis to calculate sigma power in the EEG (De Gennaro & Ferrara, 2003). The 

frequency of spindles changes relative to topography, with slower frequency spindles 

(approximately 12 Hz) found in anterior/frontal cortical areas and faster frequency 

spindles (approximately 14 Hz) in central/parietal areas (De Gennaro & Ferrara, 2003; 

Lüthi, 2014).  

There is also greater prevalence of spindles in N2 versus N3 sleep and an increase 

in sleep spindles over progressive cycles of sleep; this increase is related to the reciprocal 

relationship between spindles and slow waves, with the latter decreasing as the night 

continues (Achermann & Borbléy, 2011; De Gennaro & Ferrara, 2003). This reciprocal 

relationship has been highlighted in studies of sleep deprivation, wherein slow wave 

sleep (i.e., N3) is increased and spindle density is reduced during recovery sleep (Curcio, 

Ferrara, Pellicciari, Cristiani, & De Gennaro, 2003), particularly within the high spindle 

frequency range (Knoblauch, Martens, Wirz-Justice, & Cajochen, 2003). Studies of sleep 

deprivation in adults also indicate that spindles have a reduction in mean frequency and 

an increase in amplitude, particularly within the slow spindle frequency range 

(Knoblauch et al., 2003), and are longer in duration (Dijk, Hayes, Czeisler, 1993). It is 

thought that these changes are related to a greater degree of synchronization of 

thalamocortical cells.  
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 Research on sleep spindles and development indicates that sleep spindles appear 

when children are between six weeks and three months old (Clawson et al., 2016). These 

early spindles appear primarily in central regions with an increase in distribution to 

frontotemporal regions by around four months. As children age, spindles become more 

synchronous between both hemispheres of the brain. Younger children (up to around age 

13) have a greater prominence of frontal (slow) spindles while older children (around 13 

years and older) have more centro-parietal (fast) spindles (Shinomiya, Nagata, Takahashi, 

& Masumura, 1999). Overall, there is an increase in the number and frequency of both 

slow and fast spindles during childhood and adolescence (Campbell & Feinberg, 2016; 

Purcell et al., 2017), although there do not appear to be major changes in density of 

spindles, duration of spindles, or the inter-spindle interval (ISI) between the ages of 

around 5 to 16 (Scholle et al., 2007). The peak frequency of fast spindles increases in a 

linear fashion across childhood and early adulthood, while for slow spindles there is more 

of an abrupt increase which occurs during early adolescence (Clawson et al., 2016; De 

Gennaro & Ferrara, 2003).  

The relationship between spindles and intelligence has also been studied in 

children, with spindle frequency found to be negatively associated with full scale IQ 

(Geiger et al., 2011) and the perceptual reasoning and working memory subscales of the 

WISC-IV (Gruber et al., 2013). It has been suggested that this inverse relationship is 

related to synaptic pruning, such that children with higher IQs have fewer but more 

efficient synaptic connections (Chatburn et al., 2013). There is also research to suggest 

that a higher density of slow spindles and lower density and lower power of fast spindles 

are related to improved consolidation of executive functioning skills in school-age 
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children (Vermeulen, Van der Heijden, Swaab, & Van Someren, 2019). However, these 

findings must again be considered in light of the meta-analysis conducted by Ujma 

(2018) (including 10 studies of children ranging in age from 4 to 13 years old) that did 

not find an association between intelligence and spindle frequency or density, and the 

large-scale study with adolescents conducted by Pesonen et al. (2019) which found no 

associations between intelligence and any spindle parameter after correcting for multiple 

comparisons. 

 As previously stated, studies of sleep spindles following sleep loss in adults 

indicate that sleep loss leads to a reduction in spindle density, an increase in spindle 

amplitude and duration, and a reduction in mean spindle frequency (Curcio et al., 2003; 

Dijk et al., 1993; Knoblauch et al., 2003). There are currently no known studies that have 

experimentally investigated the effects of sleep loss on spindle activity in school-age 

children; however, a recent study by Reynolds, Gradisar, Coussens, and Short (2018a) 

looked at this relationship in adolescents. After five nights of either 5, 7.5, or 10 hours 

sleep opportunity, their findings were somewhat inconsistent with those from adult 

studies. Reynolds et al. found that fast spindles were longer during the experimental 

phase and had decreased amplitude (although amplitude was increased relative to 

baseline in the 7.5-hour condition in females), while there was no change in spindle 

density. While the finding regarding spindle amplitude was in contrast to adult studies 

(e.g., Knoblauch et al., 2003) the authors proposed that the decrease in amplitude was 

related to a decrease in sigma power that has been found in adult studies following sleep 

loss. They proposed that a reduction in spindle activity following sleep loss is caused by 

homeostatic processes reducing activation of the thalamocortical circuit. In general, 
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Reynolds et al. concluded that fast spindle activity seems to be more affected by sleep 

restriction compared to slow spindle activity. The authors proposed that these changes 

may be related to daytime cognitive deficits as fast spindle activity specifically has been 

implied as being related to cognitive ability to a greater extent than slow spindles 

(Bódizs, Gombos, Ujma, & Kovács, 2014; Reynolds et al., 2018a). 

Research has also considered the ways in which spindle characteristics differ in 

clinical populations, such as in children with delayed neurodevelopment wherein both 

sleep and cognitive abilities are commonly affected. One such population is children with 

attention-deficit/hyperactivity disorder (ADHD) – a disorder associated with sleep 

problems in up to 70 percent of children who are diagnosed (Weiss, Craig, Davies, 

Schibuk, & Stein, 2015).  In a review of sleep spindle characteristics in children with 

neurodevelopmental disorders (NDDs), Gruber and Wise (2016) highlighted the 

inconsistent findings regarding sleep spindles in children with ADHD. The authors 

included three studies that looked specifically at sleep spindle characteristics in children 

with ADHD compared to typically-developing (TD) children and noted that while one 

study found no differences in spindle characteristics between children with ADHD and 

controls (Kiesow & Surwillo, 1987), one study found more spindles in children with 

ADHD (Poitras, Bylsma, Simeon, & Pivik, 1981) while another study found fewer (Khan 

& Rechtschaffen, 1978). The authors attributed these inconsistencies in part to 

methodological differences between studies (e.g., when sleep was measured). An 

additional study cited by Gruber and Wise looked at memory consolidation in children 

with ADHD and its relationship to spindle density in N2 sleep (Prehn-Kristensen et al., 

2011). These authors found no differences in sleep spindles in children with ADHD 
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relative to controls and noted a deficit in sleep-related enhancement of declarative 

memory in this population.  

There are two relevant studies that were not included in the review by Gruber and 

Wise (2016). A study by Saletin et al. (2016) looked at the relationship between spindles 

and sleep-dependent motor learning in 10- to 13-year-old children with ADHD by 

examining sigma frequency in the sleep EEG. The researchers found that these children 

had lower sigma activity (with the greatest difference between groups in the slow spindle 

range). Additionally, a recent study by Merikanto et al. (2019) looked at subclinical 

ADHD symptoms in adolescents (as measured by the Adult ADHD Self-Report Scale, 

ASRS-v1.1) and their relationship to sleep spindles. These authors found that the 

relationship between sleep spindle features and ADHD symptoms is not unique to 

children meeting diagnostic criteria for the disorder, noting an association between higher 

total ADHD symptom scores and lower amplitude and shorter duration of fast spindles. 

This relationship was the same when the authors used the hyperactivity and inattention 

subscales of the same measure. Given that parent-reported sleep problems in children 

with ADHD have not been substantiated by objective differences in sleep as measured by 

sleep architecture or the power spectrum of sleep EEG broadly (Corkum & Coulombe, 

2013; Speth et al., in preparation; Speth, Benoit, & Corkum, 2014), it has been proposed 

that differences in sleep continuity – which would not be captured by traditional scoring 

of PSG data – may be related to sleep problems in these children (Cohen-Zion & Ancoli-

Israel, 2004). As sleep spindles have been shown to protect the continuity of sleep 

through sensory gating (Cote et al., 2000; Dang-Vu et al., 2010) altered sleep spindle 

activity would seem to be a likely mechanism by which sleep may be disturbed in 
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children with ADHD.   

Rationale, Study Goals and Hypotheses 

 Research suggests that sleep spindles play a role in protecting sleep, strengthening 

synapses in the brain, and facilitating learning. Studies with adults and one study with 

adolescents have shown that sleep spindles are reduced (either in density and/or 

amplitude) following or during sleep loss, with some inconsistencies between adult and 

adolescent findings. To date, no studies have looked at the impact of experimental sleep 

restriction on sleep spindle activity in school-age children. We therefore conducted the 

current investigation as part of a larger experimental sleep restriction study with TD 

children and children with ADHD (CIHR grant 44586). The study involved six nights of 

typical sleep (Typical condition) and six nights of time in bed (TIB) restricted by one 

hour per night (Restricted condition), with sleep recorded in the laboratory using 

polysomnography (PSG) at the end of each condition period. The larger study also 

included a variety of daytime and additional nighttime measures that will be examined 

and reported separately (Corkum et al., in preparation; Davidson et al., under review; 

Speth et al., in preparation). The primary goal of the current study was to investigate the 

impact of sleep restriction on sleep spindles in school-age children. Based on the findings 

above, we predicted that sleep restriction would be related to reduced spindle density and 

increased ISI, reduced spindle amplitude, increased spindle duration, and reduced spindle 

frequency. Furthermore, we predicted that sleep restriction would have a greater impact 

on fast versus slow spindles. 

Secondly, as the key areas thought to be affected by spindle activity are those 

which are known to be impaired in children with NDDs such as ADHD, and sleep 
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problems are common among these children, it is possible that children with ADHD may 

be more disposed towards impaired spindle activity and be more vulnerable to the impact 

of the same (Gruber & Wise, 2016). However, due to limited previous research in this 

area and methodological issues among existing studies, it is difficult to draw conclusions 

about spindles within this population. Given the inconsistent results of previous studies 

examining sleep spindles in children with ADHD, the current study will add to the 

existing literature by providing an analysis of spindles between TD children and children 

with ADHD within the context of a rigorously controlled experimental study and 

determining whether these differences are impacted by sleep restriction.  

Method 

Participants 

TD children were recruited through online advertisements, newsletters, and a 

laboratory research database. Children with ADHD were recruited through an ADHD 

clinic and private practices (both of which used the same diagnostic procedures, see 

McGonnell et all., 2009). To participate in the current study, children were required to be 

between 6 and 12 years of age. TD children were required to not have been previously 

diagnosed with a mental health disorder. Children with ADHD were required to meet 

DSM-5 diagnostic criteria for ADHD, to not have any other comorbid mental health 

diagnoses (with the exception of learning disorders), and to be medication naïve. 

Children were excluded from the study if (1) they had a medical illness that was 

impairing or a history of neurological impairment, (2) they met criteria for a primary 

sleep disorder, (3) they used medication to fall asleep in the last month, (4) they crossed 
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more than two time zones in the last month, (5) they regularly slept less than 8 or more 

than 12 hours per night, or (5) their pubertal development was beyond Tanner stage 2. 

In total, 65 children (32 ADHD) met initial screening criteria. Thirteen 

participants were excluded from the study or dropped out for reasons such as scheduling 

conflicts, illness, or meeting exclusion criteria. Twelve children were also removed from 

the study as they did not meet restriction criteria, which required an average reduction of 

30 minutes TIB per night during the Restricted condition based on actigraphy. An 

additional child was removed from analyses as she was given a diagnosis of a chronic 

health condition after she had completed the study protocol. The remaining participants 

were then age- and sex-matched resulting in a final sample of 18 TD children (4 girls) 

and 18 children with ADHD. At the time of analysis, two participants’ data were 

removed as their PSG recording from either the Typical or Restricted condition night 

included a large amount of artifact which made spindle detection impossible to complete. 

Two additional participants were removed from spindle analyses due to extreme outlying 

data as determined by visual examination. This resulted in a final sample of 16 TD 

children and 16 children with ADHD. See Table 3.1 for a summary of participant 

demographics (n = 16 per group). Groups did not differ on ethnicity, age, family 

composition, family income or parental education. Estimated full scale IQ was measured 

for all children using the Block Design, Matrix Reasoning, Vocabulary, and Similarities 

subtests of the Wechsler Intelligence Scale for Children – Fourth Edition (WISC-IV). 

Children with ADHD were administered the WISC-IV as part of their diagnostic 

assessment, and TD children were administered the WISC-IV during the baseline 

laboratory day. Children with ADHD were found to have significantly lower IQ scores 
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compared to TD children (p = .04), although the mean score for both groups was in the 

Average range. 

Procedure 

 Participants were first screened for eligibility using questionnaires. Eligible 

participants then completed a two-week at home baseline period. During this time, they 

were asked to wear an actigraph and parents were asked to complete a daily sleep diary to 

determine participants’ typical sleep schedules. At the end of the baseline period, 

participants spent a night in the sleep laboratory where their sleep was recorded using 

PSG. The baseline period was followed by a one week break after which time 

participants began the sleep manipulation. The sleep manipulation involved six nights of 

typical sleep (Typical condition) and six nights of time in bed (TIB) restricted by one 

hour less per night than their typical TIB (Restricted condition). Restriction was achieved 

by delaying bedtime by one hour. The two conditions were counterbalanced and there 

was a two-week recovery period between each. Participants again spent a night in the 

sleep laboratory at the end of each of the sleep manipulation periods. In the day following 

each of their PSG nights in the laboratory, participants engaged in cognitive and 

emotional testing and had four multiple sleep latency tests (MSLTs) (these data are 

reported elsewhere). They were prohibited from consuming caffeine or products that 

contain caffeine (e.g., chocolate) during this time and had limited exposure to natural 

sunlight. 

 Conners Parent Rating Scale – Third Edition (Conners 3-P; Conners, 2008). 

The Conners 3-P is a 110-item behaviour rating scale designed to evaluate problem 

behaviours in the home in children aged 6 to 18 years old. This measure was 
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administered to participants’ parents during screening and was used to ensure that 

children in the TD group did not have clinically elevated symptom levels and to confirm 

ADHD status in the ADHD group. It has been shown to have excellent internal reliability 

(Conners, 2008). Higher scores on this measure indicate higher symptom levels. For the 

current study we also used this measure to determine whether ADHD symptoms were 

related to sleep spindle activity and looked at the Conners 3-P raw inattention score, raw 

hyperactivity/impulsivity score, and ADHD combined total score. 

 Polysomnography. EEG was recorded from four channels (C3, C4, O1, O2). 

Electromyogram (EMG) was recorded from two submental sites as well as on the left and 

right anterior tibialis muscles. Electrocardiogram (ECG) and left and right 

electrooculogram (EOG) were also recorded. Respiration was recorded using bands on 

the chest and abdomen to measure respiratory effort, an oronasal cannula to measure 

breathing, a finger-probe pulse oximeter to measure oxygen saturation, and a room 

microphone to identify snoring. An infrared camera was used to monitor and record 

participants’ body position. All PSG assessments were conducted with a Sandman® PSG 

system and sleep stages were visually scored offline in 30-second epochs by a registered 

sleep technician (supervised by a physician with a specialization in sleep medicine) 

according to American Academy of Sleep Medicine (AASM) guidelines (Iber, Ancoli-

Israel, Chesson, & Quan, 2007). 

 Spindle detection. Following the procedure outlined by Ray and colleagues (Ray 

et al., 2015), we limited the detection and analysis of spindles only to the C3 channel. In 

cases where the signal for the C3 channel was poor for the majority of a recording, data 
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from C4 was substituted.1 EEG data were band-pass filtered between 0.3-35 Hz prior to 

applying the algorithm for automatic detection, with all parameters set as default. 

Activity in the frequency range of 11 to 16 Hz longer than 0.5 s was isolated through 

band-pass filtering. The resulting signal was then squared, obtaining a profile that 

reflected how amplitude changed with time, and then finally converted into z-scores so 

that the same criteria for isolating spindles could be applied across subjects. Spindles 

were defined as the bouts of signal with corresponding z-scores higher than 2.33 (99th 

percentile). The length was then adjusted such that the onset/offset corresponded to the 

first/last points preceding the threshold for which z=0.5, respectively. The spindle 

amplitude was calculated by considering the maximum peak-to-peak amplitude value in 

the given time window in microvolts, while mean frequency was calculated as the peak-

to-peak mean distance in Hz. The latter feature was used to distinguish between fast and 

slow spindles, according to whether their mean frequency was above or below 13.5 Hz 

(slow spindles were defined by frequency between 11 and 13.5 Hz while fast spindles 

were between 13.5 and 16 Hz). Metrics of interest were then extracted, and included 

average spindle density, ISI, mean duration, mean amplitude, and mean frequency 

separately for slow and fast spindles. Variables were analyzed separately for slow and 

fast spindles given that slow and fast spindles have been shown to be topographically and 

functionally distinct (Schabus et al., 2007). Spindle density was defined as the number of 

spindles per minute calculated over 60 second time windows across the entire signal; 

density across all windows was then averaged. ISI was defined as the time interval 

                                                
1 This occurred in 4 out of 64 files. 
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between the end of a spindle and the onset of the next one.. Analyses were focused on 

sleep spindles in N2 given the prominence of spindles during this stage. 

Data Analyses. To determine the impact of sleep restriction and ADHD diagnosis 

on spindle variables, two-way mixed ANOVAs were used to examine the effect of group 

(TD, ADHD) and experimental manipulation (Typical condition, Restricted condition). 

Separate ANOVAs were run for slow and fast spindle density, ISI, duration, amplitude, 

and mean frequency. Outliers were defined as studentized residuals plus or minus three. 

Variables that were non-normally distributed, contained significant outliers, and/or 

violated the assumption of homogeneity of variance were square root transformed and 

ANOVAs were run both prior to transformations being applied and after. As results did 

not change after applying transformations, results using the raw data are presented below. 

An alpha level of .05 was used to determine the statistical significance of all analyses.  

Results 

Sleep and Sleep Spindle Characteristics 

T-tests were used to compare sleep parameters and sleep architecture between TD 

children and children with ADHD during the Typical condition night in the laboratory. 

Results indicated that there were no differences between groups, although there was a 

trend towards a longer latency to N3 sleep in children with ADHD (p = .08). Means and 

standard deviations for all sleep parameters and sleep architecture variables are presented 

in Table 3.2. T-tests were also used to determine that there were no significant 

differences between male and female participants in any of the spindle variables during 

either the Typical or Restricted condition nights (see Table 3.3 for means and standard 

deviations). Bivariate correlations were run between sleep spindle variables and age in 
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months at baseline as well as IQ, as both of these variables have been shown to be related 

to spindles in children (see Table 3.4 for correlations). Correlations indicated that age 

was positively correlated with amplitude of slow spindles on the Typical condition night 

(r = .42, p = .02) as well as the Restricted condition night (r = .40, p = .02) (consistent 

with research showing an increase in slow spindle amplitude within this developmental 

period, Clawson et al., 2016) while IQ was positively correlated with the mean frequency 

of slow spindles during the Restricted condition night only (r = .35, p = .05). 

Comparisons of fast and slow spindles indicated that slow spindles had a higher density, 

smaller ISI, were longer in duration, and had a higher amplitude. Means and standard 

deviations for sleep spindle variables are presented in Table 3.5.  

Group and Condition Effects 

 ANOVA results indicated that there were no significant condition or group main 

effects and no condition by group interactions for any of the spindle variables of interest 

(p > .05 for all). There was a trend towards a condition effect for the density of slow 

spindles (F(1, 30) = 4.59, p = .07) with participants having a lower spindle density during 

the Restricted condition night (Mean = 3.69, Standard Deviation = 0.99) compared to the 

Typical condition night (M = 4.00, SD = 0.70), as was hypothesized2. Effect sizes are 

presented in Table 3.5. 

Follow-Up Analyses 

                                                
2 As age and IQ were only related to slow spindle amplitude and frequency (for which 
group and condition effects were null) and given our small samples size, we did not 
include these variables as covariates in our analyses. Groups were also matched on age 
and average IQ in both groups was in the Average range. Future studies with a broader 
age range and a larger sample size may choose to include these variables as covariates in 
their analyses.  
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 Given the variability in the extent to which sleep restriction was achieved across 

participants, it was of interest to determine whether the degree to which participants were 

sleep restricted was related to changes in their spindle activity. To do this, cumulative 

TST was calculated from the nights leading up to and including the PSG night based on 

actigraphy. Values for cumulative TST could not be calculated for three participants (2 

during the Typical condition, 1 during the Restricted condition) as these participants were 

missing all nights of actigraphy for these manipulation periods. Little’s MCAR test 

(Little, 1988) was used to determine that the cumulative TST values were missing 

completely at random (χ2 = 1.44, p = .49) and expectation maximization was then used to 

generate missing values in SPSS. The degree of sleep restriction was defined as the 

difference score between the cumulative TST during the Typical condition and the 

cumulative TST during the Restricted condition. Difference scores were also calculated 

between Typical and Restricted conditions for each of the five spindle variables, 

separately for slow and fast spindles. Ten simple linear regressions were run using the 

cumulative TST difference score to predict changes in spindle activity. Results indicated 

that the degree of sleep restriction was not predictive of spindle density (slow, F(1, 31) = 

0.47, p = .50; fast, F(1, 31) = 0.48, p = .49), ISI (slow, F(1, 31) = 1.71, p = .20; fast, F(1, 

31) = 0.13, p = .72), duration (slow, F(1, 31) = 0.86, p = .36; fast, F(1, 31) < .001, p = 

.99), amplitude (slow, F(1, 31) = 1.42, p = .24; fast, F(1, 31) = 0.20, p = .66), or mean 

frequency (slow, F(1, 31) = 1.41, p = .24; fast, F(1, 31) = 0.20, p = .66).  

 Additionally, ADHD symptoms, rather than ADHD diagnosis, were investigated 

to determine their relationship to sleep spindles during the Typical condition (similar to 

Merikanto et al., 2019). Ten standard multiple regressions were run using the Conners 3-
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P raw inattention score, raw hyperactivity/impulsivity score, and ADHD combined total 

score as the independent variables and each of the spindle variables noted above as 

dependent variables. Results indicated that spindle density (slow, F(3, 30) = 0.41, p = 

.75; fast, F(3, 30) = 1.31, p = .29), ISI (slow, F(3, 30) = 0.25, p = .86); fast, F(3, 30) = 

1.37, p = .27), duration (slow, F(3, 30) = 0.82, p = .50; fast, F(3, 30) = 0.51, p = .68), 

amplitude (slow, F(3, 30) = 0.42, p = .74; fast, F(3, 30) = 0.38, p = .77), and slow spindle 

mean frequency (F(3, 30) = 0.99, p = .41) were not predicted by the Conners 3-P scores. 

However, the multiple regression model for mean fast spindle frequency was significant 

(F(3, 30) = 4.17, p = .02)3. Only the Conners 3-P raw hyperactivity/impulsivity score 

added statistical significance to the prediction (p = .02) where higher levels of symptoms 

were predictive of faster fast spindles. There was also a trend towards a contribution of 

the raw inattention score (p = .08). Overall, ADHD symptoms collectively accounted for 

31.6% of explained variability in the model. 

Discussion 

The primary goal of the current study was to determine whether slow and fast 

sleep spindle variables (density, ISI, duration, amplitude, mean frequency) are impacted 

by a mild degree of chronic sleep restriction in school-age children. Our results indicated 

that sleep restriction led to a trend towards a reduction in slow spindle density, in line 

with our hypotheses. This finding is consistent with previous literature in adults (Curcio 

et al., 2003) and has been interpreted as being related to the inverse relationship between 

sleep spindles and slow waves, thus being indicative of a homeostatic response to sleep 

                                                
3 The regression model was also tested controlling for the contribution of age given that 
age tends to impact hyperactivity/impulsivity in children. The model remained significant 
after controlling for age. 
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loss (Achermann & Borbléy, 2011; De Gennaro & Ferrara, 2003). In adults, there is some 

evidence that this reduction in spindle density is exclusive to fast spindles (Knoblauch et 

al., 2003). In adolescents, sleep restriction has not been found to be related to spindle 

density, although Reynolds et al. (2018a) did conclude that overall, fast spindle activity 

appeared to be affected by sleep restriction to a greater degree than slow spindle activity. 

Therefore, the results of the current study are somewhat consistent with those of previous 

investigations to the degree that sleep spindles were reduced during sleep restriction 

across groups (consistent with adult studies of sleep loss but inconsistent with the 

findings of Reynolds et al.) while our findings diverge from previous research in that 

density was reduced for slow spindles only (though it should be noted that this was a 

trend and not statistically significant). This difference could be due to the age group of 

our participants, as younger children have been shown to have a greater prominence of 

slow spindles compared to older children (Shinomiya et al, 1999). We did not find any 

differences in ISI, duration, amplitude, or frequency of spindles, as had been 

hypothesized. Regression analyses indicated that the degree of sleep restriction achieved 

did not significantly predict any spindle variables.  

The second goal of the current study was to determine whether and how ADHD 

status impacts sleep spindles, both across conditions and during sleep restriction. Results 

suggest that ADHD status was also unrelated to spindle activity. We therefore considered 

the contribution of ADHD symptoms across groups, in line with the investigation by 

Merikanto et al. (2019) in adolescents (although it should be noted that Merikanto et al. 

exclusively considered sub-clinical symptoms). No relationship was found between 

ADHD symptoms and the amplitude or duration of spindles in the current study; 
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however, it was found that ADHD symptoms (specifically higher 

hyperactivity/impulsivity scores) were predictive of faster fast spindles. Therefore, while 

the current study did not replicate the findings of Merikanto et al., the finding that ADHD 

symptoms were related to mean frequency of fast spindles is consistent with their finding 

that ADHD symptoms were exclusively related to fast spindles. As the authors did not 

look specifically at mean frequency in their investigation, this finding unfortunately 

cannot be directly compared between studies. Overall, our results highlight that despite 

employing similar metrics to measure spindle activity, findings related to the relationship 

between sleep spindles and ADHD diagnosis/symptoms are inconsistent (Gruber & Wise, 

2016). This inconsistency may be related to methodological issues (see below). 

Contributions of the Current Study 

 Although we did not find that spindle variables were affected by sleep restriction 

to the extent that we had predicted, the current study contributes to the field in several 

important ways. First, the current study is the first to examine sleep spindles during 

experimental sleep restriction in a sample of school-age children. Despite the extensive 

experimental literature examining the various impacts of sleep loss in adults, this body of 

literature in children is far more limited. To date, there are only 12 studies of 

experimental sleep restriction in school-age children, only 2 of which looked at 

physiological changes in sleep. This is important as childhood is a period of acute neural 

development and as such, the impact of insufficient sleep may have unique 

developmental consequences (Beebe, 2011). Second, given the existing state of research 

on sleep spindles in children with NDDs such as ADHD, the current study contributes to 

the literature by providing data from a study with rigorous methodological control. In 
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reviewing the existing literature, Gruber and Wise (2016) suggest that looking at more 

homogenous groups in terms of age and sex may result in more significant findings. 

Participants with ADHD in the current study were both age- and sex-matched with their 

TD peers and the greater number of boys reflected a higher prevalence of ADHD among 

boys clinically (Arnold, 1996). As the current study included children between 6 and 12 

years of age, future studies may wish to recruit participants within a narrower age range 

to increase the likelihood of obtaining significant results should differences between 

populations exist (as suggested by Gruber and Wise). This is particularly important as 

spindles have been shown to change across development with regard to morphology and 

topography, which is believed to be related to changes in brain structure and function 

during this period (Clawson et al., 2016). Finally, the current study also controlled for 

medication status, requiring all participants with ADHD to be stimulant medication 

naïve, thus removing this as a potential confounding variable (Corkum & Coulombe, 

2013). 

Methodological Issues and Limitations of the Current Study 

 The results of the current investigation must be considered within the context of 

the broader study from which the data were obtained. Examinations of daytime 

consequences (Davidson et al., under review) as well as sleep architecture and the power 

spectrum of sleep EEG (Speth et al., in preparation) point to a limited impact of the sleep 

restriction protocol. Therefore, it is possible that the degree of sleep restriction used in the 

current study was too mild to cause notable changes in sleep spindles. This conclusion is 

in line with that of Reynolds et al. (2018a) who found that restricting adolescents’ sleep 

to 7.5 hours (which is approximately 30 minutes less than the recommended amount for 
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this age group) did not result in any negative impact on spindles. In the current study, 

while TIB was reduced by approximately 45 minutes during the Restricted condition 

night in the laboratory, TST differed between conditions by less than 30 minutes.  

Two additional methodological issues that may have impacted results are the 

number of nights of EEG recording used to calculate spindle variables and the choice of 

spindle detection method. Reynolds et al. (2018b) found that a minimum of two nights of 

EEG recording is necessary to reliably measure slow spindle duration in adolescents 

while a minimum of four nights is necessary for measurement of spindle density. 

Regarding spindle detection, while the automatic detection algorithm used in the current 

study has been validated in healthy young participants and against two experts each 

employing a different scoring approach, Ray et al. (2015) acknowledge the need for 

further validation in clinical populations.  

Indeed, researchers highlight the importance of employing automatic detection 

methods in the measurement of sleep spindles to ensure reproducible analyses between 

studies and to reliably compare results between different populations (Wallant, Maquet, 

& Phillips, 2016). However, the use of automatic detection presents new methodological 

concerns, as research has revealed minimal overlap between some spindle parameters 

when using different methods (Ujma et al., 2015). In addition to the variability in 

methodology used to measure sleep spindles, the high degree of variability between 

studies in the specific spindle variables used makes it difficult to build hypotheses and 

compare findings between studies (Mantua, 2018). Finally, the reduced sample size of 16 

participants per group raises the question of whether our analyses were powered 

sufficiently to detect the expected effects. In a meta-analysis of 22 studies, Ujma (2018) 
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found that most previous studies looking at the association between sleep EEG (including 

spindles) and intelligence have been underpowered to reliably find associations between 

these variables. On the other hand, large scale comprehensive studies looking at the 

relationship between sleep characteristics and cognition have failed to replicate many 

previously reported findings (Achermann, Hartmann, Papassotiropoulos, de Quervain, & 

Rasch, 2018; Pesonen et al., 2019). This suggests that statistical power may not be the 

only issue at play in this field of research and calls into question the validity of some of 

the widely accepted relationships between sleep characteristics and other aspects of 

cognitive or behavioural functioning.     

Future Directions 

 As this study is the first to investigate sleep spindle activity in school-age TD 

children and children with ADHD both under typical sleep conditions and during sleep 

restriction, future research is needed to validate and add to our findings. Additionally, 

future studies may also wish to look at temporal changes in sleep spindles across the 

night and across epochs of individual cycles, given that in children and adolescents, 

variables such as spindle density and frequency change over the course of the night and 

within NREM cycles (Clawson et al., 2016; McClain et al., 2016; Purcell et al., 2017). In 

an attempt to understand physiological differences in sleep between TD children and 

children with ADHD, researchers have started to employ alternative methods for 

measuring changes in sleep microstructure. For example, Akinci et al. (2015) and Miano 

et al. (2006) investigated NREM sleep instability in TD children and children with 

ADHD by looking at the cyclic alternating pattern (CAP) which measures the fluctuation 

of arousals during sleep. The authors found that children with ADHD had a lower CAP 
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rate indicating that sleep problems in children with ADHD may stem from a 

dysregulation of arousal mechanisms. More recently, De Dea, Zanus, Carrozzi, Stecca, 

and Accardo (2018) looked at the power spectrum of sleep EEG preceding, during, and 

following sleep spindles in children with ADHD and found that power in almost all 

frequency bands in the period following spindles was lower in children with ADHD. The 

authors suggest that this reduced spindle-related activity may be related to impairment in 

memory consolidation and may explain difficulties with sleep in this population. 

Clinical Implications 

While the results of the current study did not show differences in sleep spindles 

between TD children and children with ADHD, hyperactivity/impulsivity was related to 

spindles when this symptom was looked at across both groups. While we did not replicate 

the findings of Merikanto et al. (2019) with regard to the amplitude or duration of 

spindles, our results are in line with their finding that higher ADHD symptoms were 

exclusively related to fast spindle characteristics (i.e., lower amplitude, shorter duration). 

As previously stated, the literature looking at sleep spindles in children with ADHD is 

characterized by mixed results. These studies were likely impacted by similar 

methodological issues as studies investigating the relationship between sleep spindles and 

cognitive ability, with these issues accounting, at least in part, for the inconsistencies. In 

the current study, we also found that IQ was positively correlated with the frequency of 

slow spindles during the Restricted condition night only. This finding is somewhat in 

contrast to the results of previous studies which showed a negative relationship between 

IQ and spindle frequency, although this association was found during a habitual night of 

sleep (Geiger et al., 2011; Gruber et al., 2013). Again, in light of recent research (e.g., 
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Pesonen et al., 2019) and considering the methodological challenges related to the study 

of sleep spindles and general cognitive ability (Ujma, 2018) these conflicting results are 

not surprising. It is therefore difficult to draw conclusions about what our results may 

mean with regard to the cognitive and neurological functioning of our participants.  

Generally speaking, the results of the current study as well as those of Merikanto 

et al. (2019) point to the possibility of altered spindle activity in children and adolescents 

with a higher degree of ADHD symptomatology. While the results of the current study do 

not support the idea that altered sleep spindle activity is unique to children who are 

within a discrete diagnostic category of ADHD, it is possible that an established 

relationship between sleep spindles and dimensional aspects of ADHD may be helpful in 

identifying early markers of developmental issues such as hyperactivity (Gruber & Wise, 

2016). Researchers should exercise caution when carrying out studies in this area and 

take the necessary steps to ensure a high degree of methodological control (e.g., using 

more than one spindle detection method, using methods validated for clinical 

populations, pooling data from multiple studies for larger sample sizes). If a consistent 

and reliable relationship between sleep spindles and measures of ADHD symptoms can 

be established, it is possible that by using markers such as sleep spindles to identify 

potential difficulties early on (for example, during a routine sleep assessment in young 

children) health professionals could intervene before these difficulties have a more 

serious impact on the development of at-risk children.  

Conclusions 

 The current study used an automatic spindle detection algorithm to determine 

whether fast and slow sleep spindle density, ISI, duration, amplitude, and mean frequency 
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is impacted by sleep restriction, ADHD diagnosis, and ADHD symptoms (in TD children 

and in children with ADHD). Our results suggest that there was a reduction in slow 

spindle density related to sleep restriction. We found no differences in density, ISI, 

duration, amplitude, or frequency of slow or fast spindles between children with ADHD 

and their TD peers which did not change when participants were sleep restricted. 

However, when we considered ADHD symptoms rather than diagnosis, we found that the 

Conners 3-P raw hyperactivity/impulsivity score was related to faster frequency of fast 

spindles. Overall, our results are in line with some previous research pointing to reduced 

sleep spindle activity as a result of sleep loss as well as differential sleep spindle activity 

as a function of ADHD symptomatology. Given that this is the first study to investigate 

differences in sleep spindles between these two groups under experimental sleep 

restriction conditions, future research is needed to corroborate and extend our findings. 
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Table 3.1 

Participant Demographics for the Reduced Sample by Group 

  
ADHD 
(n = 16) 

TD 
(n = 16)     

Variable M (SD) M (SD) t p 
Age (months) 105.69 (19.16) 103.44 (17.35) 0.35 .73 
Estimated FSIQ 100.16 (11.42) 108.36 (9.67) -2.19 .04 
Variable     χ2 p 

Ethnicity (n = 28) 
13/14 

White/Caucasian;  
13/14 

White/Caucasian;  0.00 1.00 
 1/14 Multi-Racial   1/14 Multi-Racial     

Family Composition (n = 30) 12/15 two parent;  14/15 two parent;  1.15 .60 
 3/15 single parent 1/15 single parent   

Maternal Education (n = 31) 6.00 4.50 4.84 .30 
Paternal Education (n = 26) 2.00 4.00 8.11 .11 
Annual Family Income (n = 32) 6.00 7.00 4.25 .51 
Note: Age in years and months at the time of baseline; M = mean; SD = standard 
deviation; TD = typically developing; FSIQ = full scale intelligence quotient; Median 
values presented for maternal and paternal education: 1 = some secondary/high school, 2 
= completed secondary/high school, 3 = some community, technical, or CEGEP college; 
4 = completed community, technical, or CEGEP college; 5 = some university or teacher’s 
college, 6 = completed university or teacher’s college; Median values presented for 
annual family income: 1 = up to $20,000, 2 = $20,001 to $30,000, 3 = $30,001 to 
$40,000, 4 = $40,001 to $50,000, 5 = $50,001 to $60,000, 6 = $60,001 to $70,000, 7 = 
More than $70,000. 
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Table 3.2 

Means and SD and Results of T-Tests Comparing Sleep Parameters and Sleep 

Architecture Variables during the Typical Condition Night Compared between TD 

Children and Children with ADHD 

  Mean (SD)     
Sleep Parameters and 
Architecture ADHD (n = 16) TD (n = 16) t p 
TST (min) 515.74 (50.89) 524.09 (58.97) -0.43 .67 
SE (%) 88.54 (7.22) 87.63 (9.20) 0.31 .76 
SOL (min) 20.62 (15.53) 26.92 (31.91) -0.71 .48 
WASO (min) 45.81 (42.72) 39.75 (27.20) 0.48 .64 
N1 (min) 25.88 (9.26) 31.43 (11.49) -1.51 .14 
N2 (min) 230.58 (56.97) 233.69 (41.93) -0.18 .86 
N3 (min) 142.54 (47.58) 142.44 (40.27) 0.01 .86 
N3 Latency (min) 14.06 (12.20) 8.38 (3.18) 1.81 .08 
REM (min) 116.74 (20.21) 116.53 (31.06) 0.02 .98 
REM Latency (min) 116.56 (43.93) 135.38 (53.90) -1.08 .29 
Note: TST = total sleep time; SE = sleep efficiency; SOL = sleep onset latency; WASO = 
wake after sleep onset. 
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Table 3.3 

Means and SD and Results of T-Tests Comparing Sleep Spindle Variables during the 

Typical Condition Night and the Restricted Condition Night between Boys and Girls 

  Mean (SD)     
Typical – Slow (11-13.5 Hz) Boys (n = 24) Girls (n = 8) t p 
Density 3.96 (0.76) 4.13 (0.49 -0.57 .57 
ISI 14.46 (3.08) 13.92 (1.68) 0.47 .64 
Duration 1.08 (0.16) 1.10 (0.09) -0.46 .65 
Amplitude 40.30 (16.24) 43.15 (12.86) -0.45 .66 
Frequency 12.47 (0.26) 12.53 (0.26) -0.57 .58 
Typical – Fast (13.5-16 Hz)     
Density 0.54 (0.27) 0.47 (0.26) 0.61 .55 
ISI 16.98 (3.50) 17.76 (3.26) -0.56 .58 
Duration 0.76 (0.09) 0.78 (0.06) -0.67 .51 
Amplitude 33.28 (9.85) 37.00 (9.61) -0.92 .36 
Frequency 14.06 (0.14) 14.00 (0.10) 1.18 .25 
Restricted – Slow (11-13.5 Hz)   

  
Density 3.64 (1.10) 3.85 (0.58) -0.52 .61 
ISI 16.30 (6.33) 13.89 (1.24) 1.06 .30 
Duration 1.06 (0.22) 1.09 (0.09) -0.31 .76 
Amplitude 37.05 (19.25) 41.03 (11.80) -0.55 .59 
Frequency 12.50 (0.27) 12.61 (0.29) -0.98 .34 
Restricted – Fast (13.5-16 Hz)     
Density 0.56 (0.30) 0.68 (0.43) -0.92 .36 
ISI 18.20 (5.41) 17.89 (3.92) 0.15 .88 
Duration 0.76 (0.10) 0.79 (0.14) -0.84 .41 
Amplitude 30.80 (13.40) 35.44 (10.58) -0.89 .38 
Frequency 14.07 (0.12) 14.00 (0.12) 1.41 .17 
Note: ISI = inter-spindle interval. 
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Chapter 4: Discussion 

Overview of Findings 

  There were three main objectives of this dissertation: (1) to determine the impact 

of CSR of one hour less TIB per night over six nights on sleep architecture, the power 

spectrum of sleep EEG, and sleep spindles in school-age children, (2) to explore potential 

differences in sleep physiology in children with ADHD as compared to TD children at a 

deeper level of analysis than most previous studies, using a sample of rigorously 

diagnosed, medication-naïve, age- and sex-matched children, and (3) to determine 

whether children with ADHD have the same homeostatic response to CSR relative to 

their TD peers as measured by sleep architecture, the power spectrum of sleep EEG, and 

sleep spindles. In the following sections, I will discuss the results pertaining to each of 

these objectives in turn. After providing an overview of our findings, broader theoretical 

and methodological concerns related to this field of research are discussed, along with the 

ways in which our findings contribute to an understanding of sleep in children with 

ADHD. Finally, I will review the strengths and limitations of this dissertation, along with 

the clinical implications of our findings and possible directions for future research. 

 Objective 1: To determine the impact of CSR of one hour less TIB per night 

over six nights on sleep architecture, the power spectrum of sleep EEG, and sleep 

spindles in school-age children. This objective was pursued in light of the limited 

existing literature on the effects of sleep restriction on sleep physiology in school-age 

children. Sleep EEG was first investigated at the broadest level of analysis, by comparing 

sleep architecture during the Typical and Restricted condition nights. This comparison 

was made using the full night of sleep as well as by using the first 5.1 hours of sleep only, 
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which was the longest duration of artifact-free sleep that was common to all participants 

across both condition nights. Overall, there was a TIB difference of 45 minutes between 

conditions, but only a 28-minute differences in TST as recorded by PSG during the 

laboratory night. Despite the fact that participants seemed to be making up to some extent 

for the shortened sleep opportunity (given that the difference in TST is almost 20 minutes 

less than the difference in TIB), there were no significant changes in SOL, SE, or WASO 

(although there were differences found using actigraphy, which will be discussed in more 

detail below). Regarding sleep architecture, there was a reduction in the duration of REM 

sleep, both across the full night and when looking at the first 5.1 hours of sleep. 

Additional differences in sleep architecture related to CSR differed by group. Thus, in 

looking specifically at TD children, we noted a shorter duration of N1 (using the full 

night), maintenance of N2, and a shorter duration of REM (using the full night and first 

5.1 hours) which is mostly in line with the expected homeostatic response based on 

previous research of CSR in other populations. There was no change in SWA as had been 

predicted based on previous research in adults (Banks & Dinges, 2007) and adolescents 

(Ong, Lo, Gooley, & Chee, 2016); however, this was likely due to an insufficient degree 

of sleep restriction (Skorucak, Arbon, Dijk, & Achermann, 2018). In looking beyond 

SWA, we found one trend which again differed as a function of group. In TD children 

only, there appeared to be less power in the EEG in the sigma band during CSR. This 

finding is in line with previous research which has shown a reduction in sigma activity 

following from sleep loss (e.g., Jenni, Achermann, & Carskadon, 2005, in a study of 

adolescents). We did not find any differences in theta activity, as was found by Åkerstedt, 

Kecklund, Ingre, Lekander, and Axelsson (2009) in adults.  
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Finally, in Chapter 3 we investigated changes in sleep physiology at the level of 

phasic events in the EEG. Specifically, sleep spindles were investigated as they have 

been shown to be affected by sleep loss and are thought to play an important role in 

protecting sleep, strengthening synapses in the brain, and facilitating learning. The results 

presented in Chapter 3 indicate that CSR led to a trend towards lower slow spindle 

density, as was predicted due to the inverse relationship between spindles and slow 

waves, with sleep loss leading to an increase in slow waves (Achermann & Borbléy, 

2011; De Gennaro & Ferrara, 2003). There were no additional changes in sleep spindle 

variables related to CSR, despite hypothesized increases in ISI and spindle duration, and 

reductions in spindle amplitude and mean frequency. It is important to note that there are 

inconsistencies in the results of studies looking at the impact of sleep loss on sleep 

spindles in adults and adolescents, which makes it difficult to form hypotheses or 

evaluate our findings in light of previous research. While our failure to replicate many of 

the results of previous studies is most likely due to the minimal degree of sleep restriction 

achieved by our study protocol it may also be related to methodological issues tied to the 

field of sleep spindle research more broadly (see below for a more thorough discussion of 

this issue). Despite this, the results of this study do seem to suggest that children are 

affected by sleep loss with regard to sleep spindle activity in a similar way to adults, even 

under a mild degree of sleep restriction. The results of Chapter 3 converge with those 

presented in Chapter 2, with both pointing to a homeostatic response of sleep physiology 

to the reduced sleep duration (at least with regard to TD children). This finding also 

corresponds to the trend towards lower sigma power found for TD children during CSR 

in Chapter 2, as spindles (a defining characteristic of N2 sleep) occur within the sigma 
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range (Malhotra & Avidan, 2014). Interestingly, slow spindle density was found to be 

lower during CSR across both groups suggesting that this response was not exclusive to 

TD children, which is in contrast to the findings of Chapter 2 where there appeared to be 

a differential homeostatic response in children with ADHD. This differential response 

will be discussed in more detail below, with regard to Objective 3. 

 Objective 2: To explore potential differences in sleep physiology in children 

with ADHD as compared to TD children at a deeper level of analysis than most 

previous studies, using a sample of rigorously diagnosed, medication-naïve, age- and 

sex-matched children. While sleep problems are common in children with ADHD, 

existing research has yet to establish the underlying physiological cause of these 

difficulties (Weiss, Craig, Davies, Schibuk, & Stein, 2015). To date, research has found 

no consistent differences in sleep architecture between TD children and children with 

ADHD (Corkum & Coulombe, 2013; Speth, Benoit, & Corkum, 2014). The results of 

Chapter 2 corroborated those of previous studies finding limited evidence of altered sleep 

architecture in children with ADHD, with two exceptions. Results indicated that children 

with ADHD had a prolonged latency to N3 sleep across conditions and more REM sleep 

when looking at the first 5.1 hours of the night – it is possible that this finding is related 

to alterations in the dopaminergic system given that this system has been implicated as an 

underlying mechanism in both sleep problems and ADHD (Kirov & Brand, 2014; Owens, 

2005, 2006) and that dopamine has been shown to be related to the regulation of REM 

sleep (Kirov & Brand, 2014). Studies looking at the relationship of the dopaminergic 

system to sleep (especially the regulation of REM sleep) and symptomatology in ADHD 

have produced inconsistent results; however, given that alterations in REM sleep are 
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among the most commonly reported findings related to sleep in children with ADHD 

(Kirov & Brand, 2014) this topic merits further investigation. Finally, in looking at sleep 

parameters, results indicated that children with ADHD had more WASO. This finding 

will be discussed in greater detail below. 

We added to the existing literature by examining differences in the power 

spectrum of sleep EEG between groups. This has only been done three times before in 

children with ADHD, with mixed results between these studies (Prehn-Kristensen et al., 

2011, 2013; Ringli et al., 2013). Consistent with Prehn-Kristensen et al. (2011, 2013), we 

found no evidence to suggest that there are differences in sleep physiology between TD 

children and children with ADHD at the level of the power spectrum of EEG. We then 

examined differences between groups by comparing sleep spindle activity. This has also 

been done before in a limited number of previous studies, and the findings of these 

studies are again extremely variable (Gruber & Wise, 2016). The results of Chapter 3 

found no differences between groups with regard to the physiological characteristics of 

sleep spindles. However, we did note a relationship across groups between higher mean 

frequency of fast spindles and a higher level of ADHD symptomatology (specifically, 

higher hyperactivity/impulsivity scores). The implications of this finding will be 

discussed in greater detail in the following sections, but generally support the notion that 

while sleep spindles may not categorically differentiate children with ADHD from TD 

children, sleep spindles may be used to identify specific symptom features across 

children. 

 Objective 3: To determine whether children with ADHD have the same 

homeostatic response to CSR relative to their TD peers as measured by sleep 
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architecture, the power spectrum of sleep EEG, and sleep spindles. The results 

discussed above indicate that children demonstrated a mild homeostatic response to the 

sleep restriction protocol as expected based on literature in adults and adolescents; 

however, these results must be considered in light of group by condition interactions. 

These interactions point to a differential response to sleep restriction in children with 

ADHD which could have potentially serious implications if these results are supported by 

additional future research. In Chapter 2, children with ADHD were found to have an 

increase in N1, N2, and sigma power during CSR, which was the opposite of the response 

for TD children (although TD children were shown to have a maintenance of, rather than 

a decrease in, N2). In light of the finding that children with ADHD had a longer latency 

to N3 and more WASO regardless of condition, and given the increase in REM latency 

during CSR (again, opposite to the change in TD children) we interpreted these findings 

as being related to impaired homeostatic processes (i.e., factors getting in the way of 

homeostatic processes functioning normally) rather than an alteration in the homeostatic 

processes themselves. Indeed, one possible explanation for the divergent findings 

between TD children and children with ADHD in Chapter 2 is that greater instability of 

sleep in children with ADHD (presenting itself in our study as more WASO) is 

preventing the progression from lighter to deeper stages of NREM during CSR. While 

these children may be able to adapt during typical sleep conditions, this greater degree of 

arousal during sleep may have impaired their ability to reach N3 sleep as often or stay in 

N3 for as long as TD children during CSR. This interpretation seems promising in light 

of previous research measuring the cyclic alternating pattern (CAP) in children with 

ADHD, in which a reduction in sleep features thought to be related to sleep preservation 
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and the consolidation of slow wave NREM have been found in children with ADHD 

(Akinci et al., 2015; Miano et al., 2006). 

Following from this investigation, we considered whether the results presented in 

Chapter 2 (i.e., longer duration of N2 and greater sigma power during CSR) might be 

related to differences in spindle activity. Therefore, in Chapter 3 we again compared the 

response to CSR both between and within groups and considered the impact on various 

sleep spindle variables. While we did find a reduction in slow spindle density (consistent 

with a homeostatic response to the sleep restriction protocol) we did not see an 

interaction between group and condition as we would have expected given the greater 

amount of N2 and sigma power during CSR in children with ADHD. This would seem to 

suggest that children with ADHD are still experiencing a homeostatic response to sleep 

restriction, to some degree. This finding also highlights the fact that various methods of 

evaluating spindle activity do not necessarily map onto one another, which presents 

concerns for this field of research more broadly. 

Theoretical and Methodological Concerns 

 This dissertation adds to a small collection of studies investigating the effects of 

CSR in school-age children. This body of research is small and relatively new when one 

considers the extensive experimental research that has been conducted on the effects of 

sleep loss in adults. With limited existing research in this area, this dissertation highlights 

several unique theoretical and methodological concerns that do not follow directly from 

research in adults and therefore should be considered in future research.   

 Degree of sleep restriction. Given the consistent and robust results of previous 

studies with adults and adolescents that have shown changes in sleep architecture and the 
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power spectrum of sleep (e.g., Banks & Dinges, 2007) and sleep spindles (e.g., Curcio, 

Ferrara, Pellicciari, Cristiani, & De Gennaro, 2003) as a result of CSR, the limited results 

of the current study suggest that our sleep restriction protocol may have been too mild to 

lead to significant changes in sleep physiology. For example, Carskadon, Harvey, and 

Dement (1981) studied children 11 to 13 years old and employed an acute sleep 

restriction protocol with TIB reduced to four hours on a single night. These authors found 

a similar impact on sleep parameters and sleep architecture as has been found in studies 

of adults, including decreased SOL and latency to stage 4, a preservation in the duration 

of stage 4 sleep, and a corresponding reduction in time spent in stages 1, 2, 3 and REM. 

Similarly, Kurth et al. (2016) employed a more acute degree of sleep loss (restricting TIB 

to half of participants’ habitual sleep) and noted an increase in SWA specifically in the 

parieto-occipital region of the brain. Alteration in sleep spindles related to CSR has not 

been studied in school-age children but has been investigated in adolescents, with 

researchers finding that fast spindles were longer and had decreased amplitude 

(Reynolds, Gradisar, Coussens, & Short, 2018a). While the findings presented in this 

dissertation were in line with previous studies to some extent, there was limited or no 

evidence to support some hypotheses.  

Considering additional findings of the larger study, there is more evidence to 

suggest that the sleep restriction protocol employed was too mild to produce the effects 

expected based on previous research. For example, an investigation of the impact of the 

sleep restriction protocol on daytime functioning found that sleep restriction was related 

to minimal consequences for participants despite a great deal of research consistently 

detailing the impact of sleep loss on attention, emotion, and cognition in both children 
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and adults (Davidson et al., under review). While using a more severe degree of 

restriction would have likely led to more significant findings, it is also important to 

consider both the ethical and methodological issues related to doing so. One of the 

reasons for conducting the larger study was to investigate the effects of sleep restriction 

in school-age children as childhood is a period of acute neural development and thus, the 

consequences of sleep restriction in this population are likely more severe compared to 

adults. In line with this idea, both Carskadon et al. (1981) and Ong et al. (2016) found 

alterations in sleep architecture and/or sleep propensity which remained even after a 

recovery night with a 9- or 10-hour sleep opportunity (in Ong et al., these differences 

remained after three nights of recovery sleep). Therefore, increasing the severity of the 

sleep restriction protocol would require researchers to consider and account for potential 

physical and cognitive consequences (e.g., a poor grade in school; Beebe, 2011) that may 

extend for days beyond the manipulation period. This would require alterations in 

methodology such as the incorporation of recovery nights (increasing both the cost and 

length of the study) and more commitment from participants and their families. It is 

possible in these cases that children may also be more resistant to spending an extended 

period of time away from home and likewise that parents would be hesitant to leave their 

children with researchers (Beebe, 2011). One must also consider the ability of young 

participants to assent to an extended sleep restriction protocol, as these children may not 

understand how this degree of sleep loss will feel.  

Finally, while a more severe degree of sleep restriction may have led to more 

significant findings, the applicability of results to real-world conditions is questionable. 

While there are certainly circumstances in which young children would be exposed to 
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sleep loss greater than one hour per night (e.g., illness) these situations would likely be 

rare for most children. As such, the consequences following from this degree of 

restriction would be less clinically relevant. Therefore, while the studies presented in this 

dissertation failed to find evidence for several hypotheses, the protocol reflects a more 

typical degree of sleep restriction found among school-age children (Beebe, 2011) and 

therefore provides important and relevant information. What cannot be determined based 

on the results presented in this dissertation is whether one hour less TIB would lead to a 

greater impact on sleep physiology if this degree of sleep restriction was extended for a 

longer period of time. As research has pointed to a decline in sleep duration among 

children over the past century by about one hour per night (Matricciani, Olds, & Petkov, 

2012) it would be important to consider the potential impact of a more chronic degree of 

mild sleep loss (see discussion of future directions and clinical implications below). 

 Measurement issues and methodological considerations. This dissertation also 

brings to light several issues specifically related to the measures and measurement 

techniques employed in the field of sleep research. EEG broadly is a time consuming and 

costly measurement tool (Ujma, 2018). The application of EEG apparatus takes time and 

requires specialized training of research assistants and cooperation from participants. It is 

likely that this would be made more difficult in studies involving children, especially 

under conditions of experimental sleep restriction (which can lead to impaired attention, 

Lundahl, Kidwell, Van Dyk, & Nelson, 2015) and with clinical populations such as 

children with ADHD (a disorder defined by attentional and behavioural difficulty). 

Additionally, when measuring brain activity using EEG there are several potential 

sources of artifact (Benbadis, 2006; Teplan, 2002). This may have implications for data 
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processing algorithms or automated data processing techniques, such as fast-Fourier 

transformation (FFT). Perhaps the most challenging feature of sleep measured within this 

dissertation was sleep spindles. Researchers have highlighted several issues related to the 

measurement of sleep spindles such as limited agreement between automated detection 

methods (Ujma et al., 2015) and variability in spindle metrics employed across studies 

(Mantua, 2018). Additionally, there are findings to suggest that many previous studies of 

spindle activity have been statistically underpowered (Ujma, 2018) which may lead to 

inconsistent results between studies. The results of large-scale comprehensive studies of 

spindle activity – specifically those looking at the relationship between spindles and 

cognitive functioning – highlight the possibility that small sample sizes may result in 

spurious findings, as these studies failed to replicate many of the widely-accepted 

relationships between these variables (Achermann, Hartmann, Papassotiropoulos, de 

Quervain, & Rasch, 2018; Pesonen et al., 2019). Indeed, the small sample size in the 

larger study (and the further reduced sample sizes in both Chapters 2 and 3) are a cause 

for caution in interpreting our results and additional research with larger sample sizes will 

be necessary to increase confidence in our results (and findings in the field broadly).  The 

results presented in Chapter 3 provide an example of how findings can diverge from 

those of previous studies despite employing similar methodologies.  

In light of the methodological issues presented above, researchers have proposed 

a number of approaches to future research that would improve consistency among studies 

and allow for greater statistical power in analyses involving sleep characteristics, such as 

sleep spindles (Mantua, 2018; Ujma, 2018). As research in this area moves forward, it 

will be especially important to look at a standardized set of sleep parameters (including 
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spindle variables) and establish a consistent method of reporting results which would 

include all parameters investigated, rather than selectively reporting results which are 

significant and do not conflict with previous findings or expectations (Mantua, 2018). 

Furthermore, given the cost-, time- and labour-intensive nature of studies measuring 

sleep physiology, Ujma (2018) encourages the sharing of PSG and other relevant data to 

allow for higher powered analyses. This would require ethics applications to include 

permissions for data sharing and an understanding on the part of individuals serving on 

ethics boards regarding the importance of sharing appropriately anonymized data among 

laboratories. Another approach is for researchers to routinely include measures of effect 

size in their results regardless of the significance of their findings, so that they can more 

easily be used in meta-analyses. 

 Additional methodological considerations are related to the field of pediatric sleep 

research and experimental sleep restriction more broadly. First, in comparing this 

dissertation to existing experimental studies of sleep restriction in school-age children, 

the methods used in the larger study were the first to compare a period of sleep restriction 

to controlled typically sleep over several nights (i.e., in the larger study, sleep schedules 

during the Typical condition period were prescribed over a period of six nights and based 

on typical sleep patterns that were measured objectively using actigraphy). All previous 

studies of experimental sleep restriction in children have compared a period of sleep 

restriction either to an imposed and optimized TIB (Carskadon et al., 1981; Fallone 2005, 

2001; Molfese et al., 2013; Peters et al., 2009; Randazzo, Muehlbach, Schweitzer, & 

Walsh, 1998), a period of extended sleep (Gruber, Cassoff, Frenette, Wiebe, & Carrier, 

2012; Vriend et al., 2013), baseline sleep (Gruber 2011; Sadeh, Gruber, & Raviv, 2003), 
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or a single night of prescribed sleep based on reported bedtimes (Kurth et al., 2016). This 

makes comparing results between studies difficult. In studies comparing sleep restriction 

to extended or optimized sleep, it cannot be determined whether the results of these 

studies are truly related to the impact of sleep loss or if differences between conditions 

are driven by participants having an enhanced sleep opportunity. Given that the 

participants in the current study were already sleeping approximately one hour less per 

night than the average recommended duration for this age group (as noted in Chapter 2, 

Hirshkowitz et al. 2015), results could have differed if sleep under CSR conditions had 

been compared to optimized or extended sleep. Therefore, the choice of methodology 

may impact the significance of results and has important implications for their 

interpretation.  

Sleep in Children with ADHD 

 Research has consistently reported a high proportion of sleep problems among 

children with ADHD (Weiss et al., 2015). The most consistent findings regarding sleep 

problems in this population come from parental reports and include difficulties with 

restlessness during sleep, falling and staying asleep, and sleeping for a shorter period of 

time compared to TD children (Owens, 2005). In light of this, a great deal of research has 

been conducted to establish objective differences in sleep physiology that may underlie 

the difficulty with sleep reported so frequently within this population. There have been 

many studies on this topic, with researchers reporting conflicting findings. A review of 

reviews by Corkum and Coulombe (2013) considered the research in this area 

collectively and concluded that there were no consistent differences in sleep architecture 

between TD children and children with ADHD. The authors proposed that one 
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explanation for the conflicting findings between studies was the moderating impact of 

variables such as diagnostic procedures, comorbidity, medication use, age, sex, ADHD 

subtype, and sleep laboratory adaptation. Therefore, this dissertation contributes to the 

existing literature on sleep in children with ADHD in three ways, each of which will be 

discussed in turn below.  

First, the results corroborate the idea that sleep problems in children with ADHD 

are not related to differences in sleep architecture, using a well-controlled study with a 

sample of rigorously-diagnosed, medication-naïve, age- and sex-matched children with 

ADHD (Corkum & Coulombe, 2013; Speth et al., 2014). Second, this dissertation 

extends previous research by examining sleep in children with ADHD at a deeper level of 

analysis. While there are some existing studies that have looked at sleep in children with 

ADHD at the level of the power spectrum of EEG and sleep spindle activity, these studies 

are limited in number and impacted by methodological inconsistencies. Within the 

context of a highly controlled study, we corroborated the results of previous studies that 

found no differences between groups in the power spectrum of sleep EEG (Prehn-

Kristensen et al. 2011, 2013) or sleep spindle activity (Kiesow & Surwillo, 1987; Prehn-

Kristensen et al., 2011). Third, this dissertation is only the second study to experimentally 

restrict sleep in school-age children with ADHD (Gruber et al., 2011) and the first to 

consider the impact of CSR on sleep physiology in this population. A key difference 

across previous studies of sleep in children with ADHD relates to study populations, with 

our study including rigorously-diagnosed children with ADHD (as mentioned above). 

Although we did not find differences in the power spectrum of sleep EEG or sleep 

spindles (either during the Typical condition or during CSR) and interaction effects for 
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sleep architecture were not statistically significant, post-exploration of the data in Chapter 

2 suggest that children with ADHD in our study differed from TD children in their 

homeostatic response to CSR as measured by sleep architecture. This suggests a need for 

future work with larger samples and a more robust sleep manipulation. 

  In general, the results presented above can be interpreted in one of two ways. 

First, it is possible that the relationship between sleep problems and symptoms of ADHD 

is reciprocal, with each caused by separate underlying factors and interacting to influence 

and exacerbate the other. For example, given the research on sleep in children with 

ADHD that has been discussed previously in this dissertation, it is possible that an altered 

CAP is related to poorer consolidation of deep, restorative sleep, which may lead to 

children presenting with symptoms of ADHD during the day. These symptoms may lead 

to issues such as greater bedtime resistance which may then impact factors such as the 

duration of their sleep opportunity (Owens, 2005). A second possibility is that sleep 

problems and symptoms of ADHD are both related to a common biological abnormality 

in brain physiology and development. Barone, Hawks-Mayer and Lipton (2019) discuss 

the ontogeny of sleep dysfunction and neurodevelopmental disorders (NDD), noting that 

sleep problems are one of the most highly reported issues for children with NDDs and 

their families. These authors discuss the possibility of common underlying genetic factors 

leading to the parallel development and interplay between sleep and synapses in the 

brain, with abnormal synaptic physiology resulting in the extremely high rate of sleep 

problems among children with NDDs. While this dissertation cannot provide any direct 

evidence to corroborate or disconfirm this hypothesis, the results presented herein 
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provide support for the idea of altered sleep processes in children with ADHD at a 

physiological level.  

Strengths and Limitations  

There are several strengths of this dissertation. First, the studies presented within 

this dissertation are novel, as they are the first to investigate the effects of CSR on 

physiological changes in sleep with a sample of school-age children. While Carskadon et 

al. (1981) and Kurth et al. (2016) studied physiological changes in sleep following sleep 

loss in children between the ages of 11 to 13 and 5 to 12 years respectively, these authors 

investigated the effects of acute sleep restriction, as previously mentioned. In the current 

study, we employed a CSR protocol of one hour less TIB over six nights. Additionally, 

we not only investigated the impact of CSR on physiological changes in sleep in TD 

children but also considered the impact on children with ADHD. This is significant as 

many children with ADHD have pre-existing sleep problems and may therefore be more 

drastically impacted by sleep loss. Only one previous study has investigated the effects of 

experimental sleep restriction in children with ADHD (Gruber et al., 2011). This 

dissertation therefore represents an important first step in understanding homeostatic 

processes following sleep loss in children and how these processes may differ in children 

with ADHD. A second important strength of this dissertation is the degree of 

methodological control. As previously mentioned, Corkum and Coulombe (2013) found 

that a number of variables moderated the differences in sleep architecture between TD 

children and children with ADHD in previous studies. As such, children in the current 

study were rigorously diagnosed (using consistent diagnostic procedures), did not have 
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any comorbid mental health disorders (with the exception of learning disorders), were 

medication-naïve, and were age- and sex-matched to participants in the TD group.  

The study protocol was also well controlled. The protocol included a baseline 

night in the sleep laboratory, thereby allowing for adaptation and accounting for the first 

night effect. Sleep laboratory adaptation has been shown to impact sleep in both TD 

children and children with ADHD but has frequently been overlooked in studies of sleep 

in these children (Bessey, Richards, & Corkum, 2013; Corkum & Coulombe, 2013; Kirov 

et al., 2012; Kirov & Brand, 2014). Actigraphy was used to measure habitual sleep 

patterns and to generate participants’ sleep schedules for the Typical and Restricted 

conditions. Actigraphy was also used to objectively determine whether participants met 

the sleep restriction criterion rather than relying on sleep diary data. Finally, while the 

degree of sleep restriction employed was milder than previous studies examining the 

impact of sleep loss on sleep physiology in school-age children (Carskadon et al., 1981; 

Kurth et al., 2016) it represents a more typical or real-world degree of sleep loss that 

would be seen in children of this age (Beebe, 2011). Indeed, going to bed one hour later 

could be the result of getting home late from a basketball practice or staying up to 

complete extra homework. This degree of sleep restriction may be especially relevant to 

children with ADHD as these children have been reported to have a greater degree of 

bedtime resistance compared to TD children (Corkum, Tannock, Moldofsky, Hogg-

Johnson, & Humphries, 2001). 

In addition to the strengths of this dissertation, there are also limitations which 

must be discussed. First, as previously mentioned, while our sleep restriction protocol 

represents a more real-world degree of sleep loss within the age group studied, it is likely 
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that one hour less TIB over a period of six nights is too mild to find statistically 

significant differences in sleep between conditions. Additionally, some analyses in both 

Chapters 2 and 3 were run with a reduced sample size. This again could have impacted 

our ability to detect statistically significant differences. Another methodological 

limitation which has been mentioned briefly but merits further discussion is the number 

of nights of sleep recording used to establish values for the sleep variables we measured. 

In the larger study, a single night of sleep was recorded using PSG at the end of the 

Typical condition and at the end of the Restricted condition. Researchers have noted the 

importance of using multiple nights of sleep recordings to obtain reliable values for 

variables such as slow spindle density and duration (Reynolds, Gradisar, & Short, 2018). 

Additionally, children with ADHD have been shown to have a high degree of night-to-

night variability in their sleep as measured by actigraphy (Gruber, Sadeh, & Raviv, 2000) 

which could have implications for the reliability of a single night of PSG data as this 

single night may not be representative of average sleep for these children. Differences in 

sleep between home and laboratory environments may have also contributed to our 

results, as laboratory PSG recordings do not account for factors that could contribute to 

sleep problems in the home environment, such as stress or ambient sounds (Owens, 2006; 

Weiss et al., 2015). This may be especially important when studying things like sleep 

spindles, which have been shown to contribute to the maintenance of sleep in the face of 

environmental noise (Cote et al., 2000; Dang-Vu, McKinney, Buxton, Solet, & 

Ellenbogen, 2010). 

Taken together, the night-to-night variability in sleep in children with ADHD and 

differences between home and laboratory sleep environments may contribute to the high 
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degree of variability among studies that have examined sleep physiology in this 

population, as well as to the discordance between subjective and objective measures of 

sleep problems (Weiss et al., 2015). These limiting factors may also help to explain why, 

across groups, we failed to find differences between conditions in sleep parameters (i.e., 

SOL, WASO) using PSG recorded in the laboratory when differences between conditions 

were found for these variables using actigraphy recorded in the home environment and 

averaged over six nights (Davidson et al., under review; Owens, 2006; Weiss et al., 

2015). Finally, as previously mentioned, research involving EEG recordings of sleep 

requires both a great deal of time and cooperation from participants. This is made more 

difficult when participants are young, sleep restricted, and – in the case of participants 

with ADHD – already face behavioural challenges. In the larger study, bedtimes were 

sometimes delayed during laboratory PSG nights. Anecdotally, delays in bedtime were 

sometimes due to challenges related to study protocol and procedures (challenges 

included but were not limited to, participants showing up late, technical problems, and 

more difficulty applying PSG apparatus due to participants’ behaviour). Delays in 

bedtime (especially during the Typical condition night in the lab) may have also impacted 

our results and contributed to inconsistent findings such as those noted between the PSG 

and actigraphy data above. It should be noted however, that this possibility is speculative 

and would need to be examined more objectively to determine the degree to which these 

challenges may have impacted results. 

Clinical Implications and Future Directions 

 As has been highlighted above, the research presented in this dissertation is novel. 

The wider literature on sleep restriction in children and sleep physiology in children with 
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ADHD is still in its infancy and compromised by numerous methodological issues; this 

makes it difficult to form sound clinical recommendations based on the findings to date 

(including those presented here). However, the results of this dissertation provide 

direction for future research. If future studies corroborate the results presented in this 

dissertation – finding that children with ADHD do indeed have an impaired capacity to 

adapt to sleep loss compared to TD children – the clinical implications would be 

profound. It has been proposed that ADHD and sleep disorders are derived from the same 

physiological underpinnings that present separately during the day and during the night 

(Weiss et al., 2015). If there is indeed an interplay between sleep problems and brain 

development in children with NDDs, then increased sleep problems (such as an inability 

to adapt to reduced sleep opportunity) may actively contribute to impaired brain 

functioning (Barone et al., 2019; Weiss et al., 2015). In addition, some of the 

psychotropic medications commonly used to treat ADHD have been shown to lead to 

sleep problems in these children (such as prolonged SOL), which may further exacerbate 

this problem (Kirov & Brand, 2014; Weiss et al., 2015). This makes sleep problems in 

and of themselves an important focus for clinical intervention (Barone et al., 2019). As 

such, clinicians will need to target both sleep problems and symptoms of ADHD to 

maximize the outcomes for either (Owens, 2006; Weiss et al., 2015).  

Barone et al. (2019) also raise the question of whether features of sleep may be 

useful biomarkers in the identification of NDDs. This idea has also been proposed by 

Gruber and Wise (2016). While we did not find support for categorical differences in 

sleep variables between TD children and children with ADHD, our finding that higher 

levels of hyperactivity were related to a higher frequency of fast spindles suggests that 
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sleep spindles (or related features of sleep such as the CAP) may be useful in earlier 

identification of children for whom neurodevelopment may be altered. In light of the 

methodological issues presented earlier in this dissertation, the most fruitful avenue for 

future research would be to improve methodology used to measure sleep prior to 

exploring possible clinical applications of these findings. 

 Moving forward, another important area for future research would be the use of 

sleep restriction protocols to examine correlations between physiological changes 

following or during sleep loss with demographic variables, and causal relationships 

between these changes and daytime measures of brain activity, clinical variables (such as 

symptom ratings), and other measures of daytime functioning (such as cognitive and 

emotional measures) (Beebe, 2011). These types of analyses would not only provide 

information regarding which aspects of sleep physiology are most important to daytime 

functioning in children but would also help researchers to determine why certain 

individuals may experience a greater degree of vulnerability to sleep loss. The use of 

different sleep restriction protocols could also provide important information about how 

various degrees of restricted or extended sleep impact sleep physiology, as well as other 

important aspects of daytime functioning. Finally, it is unclear to what extent sleep 

physiology in school-age children may be impacted by an accumulation of sleep debt 

over an extended period of time. While it is likely that the degree of sleep restriction used 

in the larger study was too mild to lead to some of the expected changes in sleep 

physiology, it is possible that our results would have been different if this degree of sleep 

restriction were continued over a longer period of time. In light of the ethical and 

practical challenges that this would present, one possible solution would be to study 
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children in a camp setting – not only would this allow researchers to ensure participants’ 

safety while employing a more acute level of restriction and/or restricting children over a 

longer period of time, it would also allow for a high degree of experimental control (e.g.,  

diet, activity, light exposure).  

Conclusions 

 The investigations presented within this dissertation are highly novel, as they are 

the first to consider the impact of CSR on the sleep physiology of school-age children. 

Moreover, the larger study is only the second study to date that has experimentally 

restricted sleep in children with ADHD. Based on our findings, it appears that TD 

children experience a similar homeostatic response to CSR as compared to adults and 

adolescents, even when the degree of CSR is mild. While the results presented above 

offer preliminary evidence of impaired homeostatic processes in children with ADHD, 

we view these results as hypothesis-generating and more research is needed in this area to 

corroborate these findings. If future research were to corroborate these findings, the 

results would have a profound impact on our understanding of the bidirectional 

relationship between sleep and ADHD and could lead to unique ways of treating 

symptoms of ADHD through direct interventions on sleep. This dissertation also 

highlights some of the methodological challenges inherent in this field of research and 

provides some direction to help improve future studies in this area. In sum, this 

dissertation contributes novel data to the field of pediatric sleep research and offers 

innovative ideas related to how physiological sleep and sleep processes may differ 

between TD children and children with ADHD. 
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